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Performance"Criteria in Graduate ,Busineis Study:

Parts, I' and /IDevelopment of Rating Scales.,

tacisground Data Fl.rm and the Pilot Study
;

Thomas L. Hilton,, Lorne M. Kendall

and Thomas B., Sprecher
1",

0
AbstracIK

!

Is grade average alone a sufficient criterion Of student Atainbent

or shoul other student attributes be measured to supplement gildes as

criteria, especial4kselecting ographical predictors?

A five-year study was undertaken in which criteriOn-rating

.,'"
were developed eMbodying.dimensionsiotherthan graes, judgwitor..fiil

r-7
to be relevant to performance in graduate study in bUsiness and,t91.1atet.i' '""

career progress. After exteaaive consultation with a nationwide pane14.0.

4
faculty metbers,the,sdmies were defined and anchored by specific 'imasiplisi

of belie:010ra; incidents. In addition, a comprehensive biographical 'wee
,_

. - .

, -

v

tionnaire was prepared.
. 1.

A-pilot study in two graduate business schools 'showed the technique

k, '

.

to be promising, although very demanding of the faculty. judges. The research

staff*experience in developing the:scales is discussed, as well as the

implications of the grocedure.
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PERFORMANCE 'CRITERIA IN GRADUATE BUSINESS STUDY:.

E4TS I AND :T..DEVELOPMENT OF RATING SCALES, .

BACKGROUND DATA FORM AND. THE PILOT STUDY1

2
-Thomas L. Hilton, Lorne,M. Kenaam,,

and Thomas B. Sprecher3

Educational Testing Service

This paper, reports the development of criterion measures embodying,

insofar as posaible, the generally agreed upon goals of graduate business

education. Assuming that mastery of course, content is measured reasonably
1

well 9y-current examining methods, criterion 'measures developed-in the

cOurseof this stud' were aimed at qualities i°,5und desirable by faculty

members but not satisfactorily ,taken into account. by present grading pro- .

'cedures-qualitileNthiCh'sometimes recut inthe designation of a B student

Wither. than an A- student as the map most likely to contribute significantly
)

,..

j 1
p

in:later professional life.

kbroad array of criteria was sdught as the first step tcmards a more

-comprehensive basis for judging the. effectiveness of various materials and.

methods used in student selection. These selection aids '(predictors)

include previous academic performance, test sdbres, ,and biogr cal and

background data.. Certainly students who obtain good grades areCwanted, but
,

there hay well be other characteristic6.of equal or' greater importance to

later performance which are not adequately reflected in grades. If academic

llie.muthoreare'indebted toW. B. Schrader, John A. Winterbottot and
PaulVan R, Miller for their assistance in conducting the study.

2.Noi at. Simon Frase;. Uriiversity.

3
Now in private consulting, Hopewell, New Jersey.
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grades, as presently assigned, do not fully refledt the values which schools

are trying to achieve, then the use of grades alone as a criterion leads to

quite inadequate and misleading evaluations.

Most evidence indicates that aptitude and achievement measures are the

best predictors of academic grades and that the addition of extra-academic

measures, such as biographical, and background information, to the predictor

battery produces Only moderate increments in the accuracy with which grades

can be predicted--probably not enough-. to justify the added cost of usl.ng

the additional.predictors:- In'a,study of high school students, Hilton and

Myer (1967), for example,. found that biographical information alone yielded

tiple correlation with req6n class of .57, test scores alone yielded

a multiple correlation of .66, and that biographical information ,added to

tell scores raised the multiple correlation to .72. These data give little

supplort for the use of biographical data in selecting students who will ob-

tain good grades.

But biographical and other extra - academic information may be used in

admissions work to indeate things other than academic performance in the

narrow sense of grade-getting. Then the use of more comprehensive criteria

is required and there is good reason to believe that in such cases extra-

academic data.would contribute substantially to piediction. The study involv-
,

ing college undergraduates by Anasthsi Needeland Schneiders (1960) supports

this expectation.

Thus, comprehensive criteria should permit a-e adequate evaluation_

of extra-academic information and contribute to the development'f guidelines

for the,use of these materials in 'admissions. In addition, there are impor-

tant supplementhry uses- four an arrow of criterion measures. Of special

5



,
importance is the place of grades within the context of the comprehensive

criteria a description of grades in terms of several distinguishable cri-

terion dimensions could prove informative. An array of criterion measures

could be used directly for purposes of evaluation at the completion of a

program and could be used at several stages during the progress of a program

to assess the growth resulting fiam the program. Finally, assessments in
I

terms of the criterion measures applied during graduate training may provide

good as to likely sObsequent performance on the lijob, an especially

important consideration in" view of frequen finding that suChater per-
.

formance has negligible or only mildest lati ships do academic performance

as measured by grades alone.

The present report deals with the deve nt and pilot testing of a

number of criterion measures.

-
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Pixt I: The Deve,lOpment 9f the Rating Scales

PAiedure

Selection of Method for Criterion Measurement
- *

1, 7

Some neanivot rating was'judged to be the most appropriate way of obtain&

ing the required information concerning the dimensions of greatest iiiterest.

The problems inherent in rating (biases from leniency and halo, unreliarility,

and associated difficulties) are, howevez\comman knigiedge. These problinli

arise from (a) ambiguity or indefinite specification in defining the cor(t,nt

tfr

of a trait.to be rated and in, providing standards by )hidh to judge the level

pf a trait,. and (b) lack of specific, relevant information about the subject( .

which can be Used ih

'method of rating was.chosen_whicSas designed

arriving at a rating. To alleviate these problems a

to force the attention of the,

rater on behavioral incidents relevint to qualities to be assessed.

, 1,1

.Behavioral* anchored rating scales have a long history (Paterson, 1923;

Richardson & Muller, 1933). The specific method used here was first developed

by Smith and Kendall (963) for use in evaluatihg several dimensions'ocnure-
r

ing performance.. These scales were anchored by examples of expected behavior.

>4"

ill

Expe2tations based on having observe similar behavior were used to permit

rating in a variety of situations xi mit sacrifice of specificity. i

ci

The method developed initially with nurses has been generalized with

,

1 a

good results to evalate student counsellors (Maas, 1963) mad resefirch .

engineers'Oprecher, 1965,). Maas campired conventipaalgraihie rating

methods with behaviorally anchored scales with the gent']. result that intir-

\,,

rater reliabfli, was usually one and one to two times larger for the,



/ 4 'IZ)
behaviorally anchored scale finder comparable conditions and for the same

traits." nor amide, median inter - interview correlations (with different

interviewer# n each interview) betty overall summary evaluations was .34

forthe tradiiionaamethod as compared with .55 foilkthe behalkorally anchored,

method.

,
Sprecher, working with engineeri, used factorAnalysis techniques to

demonstrate that behaviorally anchored scales produced a number of distin-

guishable and somewhat independent dimensions for evaluation.

Connor and Talbot (1964) used specific behavioral examples to anchor

I

rating sales to evaluate progress of young mentally retarded children

exposed to an experimental curriculiM.

There are four stepi in the prehent method. First, qualitlii tbe

evalua ed are selected and general definitions, constructed. ,Then examples

(.

of incidents intended to illustrate each quality are collected; These

incidents are reallocated by independent judges tn.-determine the extent of

agreement as to the quality best illustrated by a given example. potiptily;

4
juftmente are obtained as to the' level bf a quality.illustrated by a given

egmple.

Determdination of
P .

ties to Be Evaluated.;
ti

This was done partly through a survey of the literature, but primarily'

Opinion was surveyed concerning the qualities that should be assessed.

, )

, 4 .

through assembling a small group of knowledgeable-and interested consultants
.. ,

(
from tie,faculty at several business schools. Faculty lipaultanis and-T--

i

, .

Educational Testing Service personnel met for the purpose of de461oping

definitions and illustrations of qualities most desired in the graduat0of
1

4 ,f,_...----d
11

e
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k.x N. business schools. In order to establish some common ground as a point of

departure fOr the meeting, each participant prior to themeeting contributed

a position paper defining some of thequdlities he regarded as important and

outlined the rationale fox heir selection..

Oyer 100 qualities were proposed, but attention,was restricted to those

qualities that coulci. be illustrated with specific examples and thus might

hive a chance of being inferred from concrete, observable behavior. Wisdom,

for example was rejected but initiative was retained. The success of the

(
method lies in constant attention to the linking of general qualities to

specific illustrations of behavior exhibiting those qualities. The inSesti-

gators did Lind, however, that in order to limit the qualities to a manage-
\

r

sib4.e number, which at the same time were reasonably comprehensive, it was

necessary to combine some Obributes into fairly global dime4iOns--mcre

global than desie le in teristif.clear-aut definitions. Persistence and
\

drive, for ex

15.qualities.

The066sition papers Submitted- by the consultants provided the background

--)
-*

from
,

which numerous illustrations, and, eventually, final forms'of rating

ere combined in one scale. The final list included

scales were deireloped.. The papers.provided a general' definition of high,

medium, and low levels of each of a number of Tielities.

I ,(

Collection of Examples of Specific Behaviors in Each Quality

J
The faculty consultants provided at least one specific example illustrat-

ing each level of each quality to be considered. Wherever possible, examples

were included from S. variety of settings in order to emphasise the generality

of a quality across different sityations such as the classroom, seminars,

.'
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written. reports, and face-to-face exchanges. Additionil definitions and

behavioral examples were supplied by ETS personnel. A sampling ofthe

examples is as follows:

This student would prefer a iummer job as a management trainee to a

higher-paying technical job.

In cape dis6ussions this studient would not consider the social

implations of suggested actions.

Public relations aspects'of problems would be considered irrelevant

and might be ignored by this student.

This student seldom misses deadlines.

This student would be at a loss if the. room he was assigned for a

discussion group was locked.

In all, 263 specific examples were collected and edited to appear in a

common format. Forty-two examples which duplicated or nearly duplicated

others were eliminated. The surviving items are shown in Appendix A. 'Each

example was printed on a separate three by five card and packets of 50

randomly selected cards yore assembled for the next step, along with

oral definitionstof each of the.15 potential qualities.

Allocation of Examples to Qualities

Faculty members in 12 business Ashools were asked to judge what quality

was illuiliated by e example in one packet. This procedure tested the

validity of the ortg nt of an example to a particular quality.

Examples, were eliminated if there was no clear agreement among the majority

of judges as to the quality it illustrated. Qualities were eliminated if

examples were not consistently reassigned tattle quality for which they were

originally designed. This was the moat 'important step of thi`entire proce-

dure since it insured that the retained examples provided unambiguous

1

rt 10
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illiistrations of a quality. In addition, each quality became defined more

concretely by the set of examples retainedito illustrate it. A copy of the

judges' instructions is provided in Appendix B.

A total of 82 judges from the 12 schools returned data. On the average

about 20 judgments were obtained for each example, with the number of judge:

ments per example ranging from 10 to 27. The distribution ofrallocatices

across qualitibs was obtained, and the percenteges of judges assigning an

example to the modal quality were computed.

tion. of the Level of a Quality Illustrated by Each Examele

In addition to allocating the examples he received to a particular

quality, each judge rated his examples as to level of the quality illustrated.

The judgment of level was made in relation to the general statements defining

.

high, medium, and low levels of performance for the 6ality. An example of

the forms used by the judges is shown in Figure 1. An example of the lowest

level of a quality might be cosigned a Wiue of 0.0, the highest level a

value of 2.0, and intermediate levels corresponding values be en these

extremes. The distribution of judgments made by those assigning an example

to the modal quality fitis obtained, as well as the mean scale value for each

example. Examples were eliminated for which there was no clear agreement as

to the.dtkgree of a quality illustrated.

From the survivors, examples were chosen to illustrate different levels

of each scale, an effort being made to "pin down'.' the ends of each scale as

well as several levels in between.- As a final step, ei,'Pooleof additional

items was created to augment the selected exampUs where gaps were found in

,

the coverage of each scale. These supplementary items were screened with
a
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INTEREST tiNAMMENENT INVOLVEMENT Scale.M --V

Basic long-range goal is to pakti-
oipate in management. Committed to
assuming managerial responsibility.

Might serve as a consultant or
problems of management but primarily
interested in teohniqui,,And in
studying management as a eta* of
events relevant to general research
interests.

Would engage in buiinessialiviti
only as a means to an end and likely

reentrenter this field as a seconder
e.

1

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

. I

Figure 1. &ample of forms used in Judging level of

quality illustrated.

12



he assistance. CAlETS staff writers bathe same way the original pool was '
,

screenOst bythe 1400iness school faculty members. The end product of the .s

four stages was a set of maples illustrating different levels of perfor-

5k

nonce for each of-several qualities.

k.A

Results

Determination of Qualities -
,.% .

Scales were developed for 15. qualities.''EaCh of these quallitiesis

described briefly in Table'l. Even though some qualities. were eliminated
.

for./adk of sufficient behaMd.oral examples; the authors feel that

proVidi a reasonably comprehensive coverage of relevant dimensions

for evaluating performance of graduate students in business, although no

claim. is made that this set of qualities.is uniquely)fiost appropriate or

coimplete. It was generally agreed, hoWever, that_moit of these qualities'

Would be considered important in a number of schools. Also, examination of

the ackiessuggested that a number of other qualities recommendsd for con-

sideration%fere representbd by various combinations of the present qualities.

Although the scales generally represented desir le qualities, the

investigators attemptedto avoid value laden-Words'. From the beginning of

the project the assumption was made that each school which might, make use

the soaleswould'review the list and'decide for itself which qualities

!
were most in keepingiWii44ts-edUcational.goals One school might

for example, that. Technical%KnOkledge'is of key importance, while another

tight eliininate it from.phO #st
. ^.

A °crude Subjective7attt was made -to plaice the 15 qualities.withins:
.

general frameWork. !Tile first tigrO,:,; :Self-Developrient and Interest in



'Table 1

Initial Qualities Des= ve OfTerfarMance for Graduate StUdents in Business

Goal Orientation

Self-Development (SD)--having clearly defined plans for medification

and realization of long-term goals.
. .

-2. Interest in Management Involvement (M)- -snore interest in management

than in other areas:.
V A

Resources

3. Perspective' and Breadth of Knowledge (PB)--alert to broad social, '.

political and,i,,economic implications of decisions and actions.

4. Technical Knowledge (Tit:having technical facts and. basic principles ...,,

necessary to han e specific-problems confined to business contett.

5. Critical Awareness (CA)--alert to environment cues and events, sensitive,

and insightful especially in regard to social reactions. Unbiased.

Processing

6. Problem Analysis Ability (Pi)*-orderly, analytid exploration of problems

and generation of alternatives, synthesis.

Decision-making

.7. Resolution and Decisiveness (RD)--courage, self-confidence and'ponstancy

in the face of difficulty sad uncertain outcomes. Willingness to'

mtke decisirz.

Execution

S. Planning for Implementation (PI)--appropriate allocation and scheduling

of resources and anticipation of changes in environment.

9. CoimuniCation Skill (CO--clarity and precision in both written and

verbal communication.

;10. M rial Skill 040--able tOdelegate responsibility and get things

done-thrugh others.

Styles

11. Enthusiasm (E )--reacts spontaneously to people and problems. Responsive

and vibrant.

-12. Initiative (I)--selfstarter, active rather than passive and reactive..

13. Persistenceand Drive (PD) --energetic and capable Of-prOlonged attention

to tasks. '

14. Flexibility (F) -- receptive to tie* ideas, willing tochange and to expexL

iment. Inventive and adaptable.

15. Consideration (C)--mindful and understanding of needs,. feelings, end

°rights Of others. -

14
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were considered to represent fairly, general goat
. -

orientations. 1

The next three qualities relate to 'resources available totheindivid-
t..,

ual, especially his prdsent kndWildge:and ability to obtain. new information

/

of releVance by being selectively attuned to the environment.

The next quality, Problem analysis Ability, relates to the processing

of 4J: relevant Information in relation to goals and constraints in -a given

contest: Resolution. and Decisiveness deals-With decision-making and ampha-

ti

sizes, Willingness to make -decisions. Tt was intended.to .be. independent 'of

protilem.inilysis ability. In fact, .it is not impossible for a person to

show high resolution and decisiveness while making the wrong decision..

The, next' three.- qualities relate to effective implementation of decisicins..

They involVe planning, and co69Unicition skill is a majOr The. last

five qualities were called styles and ,represent characteristic ways of per

forMing which could. cut across any of the ,preceding.qualities. To a large

c extent these stylistic-.qualities represent general personality and motive.-

tional traits.

The intended distinction between two of the stylistic qualities needs

comment. Initiative and -self-reliance are clacteristio of theself-

starter,, the person who finds tasks for h and pursues them without

prodding from others. Persistence and dile represent a quality which it

is important Iadigtinguish from initiative It is not diffiCult to imagine

instances of persistence in' the absence of initiative. The general defini-

tion fc;.- persistence and drive attempted to emphasize the breadth and genei-.

ality of persiStence in contrast. to Very crow and. compulsive behavior.

4
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The geaeral definitions for each of the qualities (with the exception

of two which were later,;.e 'ted) are shown in the boxes on.the leirhand

.
.

side,of,each of,the scales presented in Appendix C.,c The general definitions

for Interest in ManagemIntLInvolvement and ManageriA. Skill are presented in
.

.,
.

.
,

Appendix C following the other scales.

Examples of Specific Behairiors .

The examples which wireobtained froni,the.various sourceEvare,provided

for reference purposes in Appendix A. Those examples which were retained as

anchors to illustrate partiOular levels of a quality can be seen on the

right ,hand side-of th4 apprOpriatt scale reproduced in Appendix C One of

scales, Initiative, is shown'in Figure 2.

A pervasive weakness of the examples was that they were too general, too

ambiguous, and too limited in,representativeness. Neyertheless, many,good

-examples were found.

Reallocation and Judgment Of Level

Table 2 shows the average agreement in,modal assignment for each quality

separate1y:: The column labelednitialFOol7refers to all ofAe items

having a modal assignment for, given quality and therefoN constituting, the

pool of potential exaMples.to illustrate that quality. The column labeled

"Retained ExaMples,". refers to those examples selected as anchors-for'Paitic-

.

ulall scales. Judgments of the levelAilustrated.by a gtien example were

tabulated and;feraged for all those assigning the example to the modaiqual-

ity., -In most instances there was good agreement in the judgment, of level;:

the judgments usually clustered within three adjacent intervals of the scale.



INDITATIVE

oluntarily takes .steps to accomplish

ks or eolvesproblems without impe-

from other persons. Able to an .

icipste,imminen, problems correctly

d towork.toward their solution as

as possible without relianbe on

rs, working on the taskwithout'

meant supervision. Sometimes de-

cribed as be "inner directed."

11,

A

RW4 selfdirected; occasionally

requires general direction an_ d encour-

agement to begin tlika.

Vnable to anticipate problems. . Re-

quires frequent supervision land re

assurance. Finds it very dlifficult to

work olds

Scale I. 9

2.00 This student Could be petted to find his Own thesis

*----or term project subject; wi ont the help of a faculty gem-

her, and to proceed in. e initial stages of the study

without specific guidanc from. a facgty member.

business gapes or group ning efforts, this student

1.75 coud be expected to uate the problem'independently

and to take the lead suggestinggethods of Solution.

t-- -- Without any speci suggestion by anyone, tbii student'

could be expo ed to make an appointment to discuss a

question he had about a point a professor made in a

let

1.50

1.25
.

would erect this student to .find sources of Worms-

tion beyond. those suggested initially,by the professor,..

but he would require Some general direction beforehand. i!J

fr.

0.75 .

would not exile' this student to volunteer in class

discussione,:though.he might be well-prepared when

called on.

0.50

requiredito prepare an assignment on a topicof his

own choosing, this studentwould require an instruc-

25 tar's help in finding a topic find later on would have

to be checked on to see that the job got doni.

4.----Inconducting a research project, this student could be

expecteicto depend upon someone else for the sugges-

tion e topic, definition of the problem, and

0.00 direction.

3
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Table

11"C 0 1

Average Ave n in'Modal Allocation- of. Examples by Quiility
v

Initial Pool? Retained Examples

Quality N %

Self-pevelopment (SD) 20 64 7 do

Interest in Management Involvement (M) 11 68 MID OilD

erspective and Breadth of Knowledge (03). ' 13
70 5 do

Technical Knowledge (TK) 10 58 3 91

CritiOal Awareness (CA) 14 59 5 Tr

Problem Analysis Ability (PA). 26 58 5. '84

Resolution and Decisiveness (RD) 19 71 6 89

Planning for Implementation (PI) L5 68 5 85

0.

Cammunication Skill (CS) 16 87 5 97

Managerial Skill (MS) 11 65 .11.

Enthusiasm (E') 15 67 6, 81

Initiative (I) 22 60 7 79

Persistence and Drive' (ED) .
11 70 7 78

Flexibility (F) ,

4'

12 62 7 74

Consideration (C) . 24 71 7 92

Average . 15.9 67 5.8 84

Total 239 -75

a'aThe "modal allocatn" is that quality to which the largest number of

Judges assigned a particular example.

?The percentage given for each quality is the average percent agreemept

among the judges for the examples designed for that quality.
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The generaLresults from the reallocation were encouraging. Averaging
fp

across all examples, 67% of. the judges agreed on the modal aisignment of

examples., Agreement ranged from ?3% to 100% for specific examples. The

averag4\agreement in assignment to modal quality for items retained as

anchors for the scales was 84%.

Examples for a iiven quality were not always well distributed:across

all levels of the quality. It appeared easier to get illuskrationa of very

high and. very low levels of

illustrations of the less-

'examples were developed

a quality and relatively more diffichlt to obtain
,

.. .,
.. .

reme levels. As described earlier,'less arireme
.

. .

1L

revision of initia/"xamples but, even.sol'a
, . .

,

. .

look' at the anchoring examples in the scales in Appendix' C Shows that there
,

is inadequate coverage of some levels of a few of the. qualities.

.judging from the modal agreementsthe qualitieachosen were distinguish-

able and behavioral examples were fOund which provided relatively unambiguous

illustrations for particular qualities.. For most of the scales it was 'pos-

sible to find five or more items for which there was at least 80% agreement

in reallocation, and in addition were adequately. distributed as- to. level.

Quite often there were examples that showed higkagreement but were at about

the same level on a scale. In such cases final selection took into account

the content of the different examples in an attempt to introduce a range of

behaviors in the, illustrations.
, -

Detailed results Qf the reallocation and judgment of level are presented

for each item and quality in Appendix D.

Two qualities (Interest in Management Involvement and. Managerial Skill)

were eliminated primarily because of the content of the examples assigned to

them. Us11411,y these examples were very general and did little more than

restate the general definitions or the qualities. Also, managerial skill was

20 r.
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usually interpreted very broaily'and was seen as a combination o a number

of other qualitiis.
7-*

Thus;, this first phase risulted in the development of 13 scales ready

al
for pilot testing in the schools.

o

.1

21



Part II: Development of Biiographidal Data Form and Pilot Testing

\'
or to the pilot testing it was necessary to develop a questionnaire

for collecting bi4grsphic information from the students whet were rated.

Thin was for two reas first, to augment undergriduate grades and test

scores as predictors of graduate school performalde and, second, to have a e

means of investigating the background and personaa16.;sacteristics of the

students receiving high and low ratings. Moe majorforiginal purpose of this
)11

line of research was to, investigate waisiof'broadening the basis of graduate

*, .1

school selection. This required not only awe compreheAsive criteria (grades

and faculty rat4is) but also more comprehensive iredictors (previous gradr

test scores and?biographical information),

Work by Taylor and his associates (Taylor & Ellison, 1964; Taylor &

elland, 1964), Smith, Albright, Glennon, and Owens (1961), England.(14961),

Klein and Owens (1965) and a conference report edited by Henry (1966) indi-

cated that predictability could be increased by the use of biographical da

with a variety of c iteria and ffettings. As mentioned earlier, however, 1

V ,

Hilton and Myers \(1 67) reported that such potential did not materialize when

G'A was the sole criterion. They found that the particular biographical data
y.

they used could predict this criterion) but that such data added little beyond

that provided by conventional aptitude tests. They concluded that a broader

criterion than that provided by grades was necessary in order to realize the

predictive validity or biographical data.-

a
J



Proced4re

' Backgr Data Questionnaire
J . *, .

The Background Data Form (BDF) consists of a compilation of the more

Objectively storable items on the" application blanks curr4itly in use by l'fl

graduate school's of business administration and of other items which-a review

of the literature suggested might be of value. -A'specimen.copy of the 132-

'item questionnaire is, included in AppendixHE. K-

4

\1 Through inspection of the frequency data and item lintercorrelations,

the 109 BDF variables were reduced t 71, with lack of meaningfu]. range

144
being the primary reasons for elimination of variables. 71 variables

were en factored, with l's in the diagonal. The loadings .of each of the

biographical items on the princi are shown in Table 3. Finnlly, the

one or two variables loading highest on each axis were selected for a step-

ti

wise multiple regression analysis

and biographical information were

in which undergraduate grades, ATGSB scores,

the predictors and graduate school point

average (GPA) and faculty ratings were the criteria.

Participants

,
Two graduate schools of business administration participated in the pilot

study, one located in the Midwest with a first-year class enrollment of 290

and the other located in the East with 90 first-year students. Each ftulty

member rated 10 of his or her first-year students. The selection' of the stu-

dents was random except that each student had to be rated by two different

faculty members, In the larger of the two schools 130 ratees were assigned

to 26 faculty raters, and in the smaller school 60 students were assigned to

12 faculty raters. The use of the rating scales was described to the facul-

-

ties in a group meeting for each school.

23
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Table 3

'Loadings of41 Biographical Items on Principal Axes

k
IP4

4

Principal Axes

of, Variable 1 2 3 4

1 Age .79

2 Years married .76
3 Rank in military (Pri-
vate . 1 to Captain = 5) -.26

4 No. of nonphysical

-.29
-.29

hobbies a .32

5 No. of semi-active
bobbies ,,

. .

, .44

1 6 No. of physical hobbies .25 .26 .39

7*No: of hobbies pursued
as an individual .29 .60

8 No. of small group
.

bobbies :29 .32

9 Mean no. of years each
hobby pursued

.

.32 .56

10 Mean hours per month on
each hobby

,

41-

11 No. of memberships in
business org's

12 No. of nonbusiness
memberships .45

13 No. o nonbusiness
community org's

14 Interest in teaching
and research .36 '

15 No. of books owned .25

16 lwhich are fiction
17 No. of applied subjects

represented by books .32

18 No. of business subjects .,.34 .36

No. of science, math. &
Eng. subjects .4o

200No. of soc. sci. &
humanities subjects .30

5 6 7 8

.0 .46 -.26 -.70

1

.28

1
-.31

-.28 .27

1

.27 . .

.26 32

'.4 J ".

1
.32 .31 .31

-.2B

-.45

.28

*Asterisks denote variables included in stepwise multiple correlations.

Os:



Table 3'(cont'd)

Variable

Prilicipal Axes

1 2 3 4 5'"' 6 7 10

,,,

21 Size of borne town
22 Recency of decision to

attend val. school
23 Days ill in last two

years 1 ,

.28 -.42

2102o. of illnesses " .31 -.40

25 'General health

26 Father's education
27 Mother's education
2e*No. of brothers

'29 No. of sisters
30 No. of old* siblings

31 GPA in first semester
32 Spouse's education
33*Level of, father's.

occupation
34 Level of mother's

occupation
35 *H.S. attended, public

(0) or private (1)

36 Size of H.S. plias
37 No. of colleges attended
38*College attended in same

state as grad school (].)

or not (0)
39 Business degree (1) or

not (0)
40*Any bus. majors or mi-

nors (1) or not (0)

41 Technical or applied
subjects,taken_(1) or
not (04

-e

42 No. or .S. academic
awards

r--
-.29 -.33 -.26

-.25 .27

-.26

-726

.27

.2

.31

-.29 .34

-.46

-.25 -.42 .26

.32

-.30
.26

-.26 -.35

.41

-.25 -.63 .32

35
.36

.31

43 No..of other H.S. awards -.38

44 No. of coll. academic
awards .32 .37 .34

45 No. of other coll.
awards -.36

.50

*Asterisks denote variables included in stepwise multiple correlations.
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Table 3 -(cont'd)

Variable

_Principal Axes

3, k 5 6

46 Grades accurately re-

not
Ilect

(0
ability
)

(1) or

47*Plan to go on for Ph.D.
,(3) or uncertain (2)
or not (1)

48 No. of bus club men-
berships

49*No. of social club and
fraternity memberships

50 No. of bus. honorary
memberships

51 No. of nonbus. honor-
arias

52 No. of offl.ces held
53 No. of individual sports
54*No. of team sports
55 Years as manager or

captain

56 Amt. of conscious
career. planning

57*Original confidence in
career chdice

.27 .141

.27

.32

.33

.43 r
.27

.36. -.37

-.56,

58 No. of summers in
school or work -.34 .25

59 No. of slimmers in
travel, etc.

60 No of school years

-.33

>df

employed

61*Hrs. employed per week
when undergraduate .29

.41

.38 -.31

.4o

.26 .38

62 Years of full-time
employment .82

63 AveragsenZetthly salary .64

64 Debt acquirid as
undergraduate .54 . -.27

65 Amount borrowed for
grad. work

'29 '48 - 34,

*Asterisks denote variables included in stepwise multiple correleiions.
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Table 3 (cont'd)

Variable 2

Principal Ads

6 7 8' 10

66*Additional debt expected: .26: .49'
67 Amount owed for consumer

goods. .29

68 Total current assets . :30

69 Total current debts .25 .60

70 Financial gifts expected --,44 -.08.

71 Amount life insurance
carried

34;

-.35

35

-.25

*Asterisks denote variables included in stepwise multiple correlations.
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Rating Procedure

Copies of a manual (see Aptdix F), the thanchoririting scales

(Appendix C), and a record form on which to record incidents of performance

(Appendix a) were; given to each rater.,,,., The faculty-were asked to'mato a

running recori, preferably after each class or at least once a week, of the
. .

incidents they had noted on each of their 10 ratees. The faculty were told

that they might go out of their way'to call upon their kateesr class if

they wished, or confer with them aftbrclass, but that the chief reliance

was to be placed on natural incidents which came spotitaneously from class

interaction with these studnts: In addition, 'the .faculty were told that.

they did not need to find or record incidents for each acal.e.for each student.

They were to consider the rating scales as conveniSkloCtiionsoto record

such incidents as were observed if these incidents fit one oifirceof th

scales. Incidents' might be recorded and reported which did, not fit the

scales developed, and some scalesand some students might have no incidents

recorded for them.

Three levels of specificity of ratings were noted in the use of the-
.

anchored rating scales'. Raters who complied most grully with the directions

*
for the use of-the scales reported several separate incidents on each ratee

on any one scale and rettedifeaoh of these incidents separately.- Then, comply-

ing with the.instrOptionsl'the, raters gave an overall composite score, foME-
,

, ,

ing their own.,impreseion of the central tendency, of the separate incideht.

listings for that ratee on that one sciae.

Other'-raiers:who complied less. fully with the instructions marhave:Andi-

cated that Several incidents occurred, mentioning behavior such as,"vritt

work often turned in late "but did not rate ,the incidents themselves.

1;.,4,a4 *:"
. .
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The thiid and least specific level. of rating was represented by those
. .

raters whose .ratings were made on a global_ basic Only. These raters each

gsli3 a summarY.rating for one,ratee,on one scale buti did'not reportspecific

(

incidents. - While some raters reported less confidence in such summaryratings,

others believed that they Could make these accurately by drawing Upon impres -

sions ot'a variety of contacts with the students over the semester.

Jhe formal obacrimbikm period for the recording of Observations was

about 10 weeks for each of the two schools. ,All faculty-member raters were

contacted by phone abast 3 weeks after t4 Observation period started, to

answer any queitions about procedure that they might have, The telephone con-
,

tactiiisq*rved as a reminder and as a.motiVatorfor some of the.faculty.

Sca\fac ity members dick not participate deipite repeated'telephone contacts,

while:other,faculty felt:that the.observation perlid was too short or that 5

students should beim been Observed instead of

At the end of the observation period and'before final grades were oalou-
Q

fated for these ratees, the faculty raters were also asked to make two other

:Judgments about their ratees: 'at overall impressiclin of their performance, and

an estimation Of how well acquainted they were with-the ratee. Guidelines

were provided on the rating scale for these judgments to further consistency

among the judges:

N Other "control data collected on the raters themselves were the nuThe

of years of teadhing.experience, the'esize of the, class in which they observed

therateesand. the trim.l course grade the rater gave the ratee. Control data

4,

the ratees were also gathered in th form of ATM Verbal, quantitative,

Total test scores, and the total grade point average for the semester

ch,,of course, included.the rater's individual course gradeY



The results to be riiparted. are based oh a .ppoLing of the data fran.the,

two schools. In most respects the mean scores,. fOr,the schoOls were qizite

similar., The.mean undergraduate GI* of.the studepts enrolled in each school

were 2:61 and .2.77 With standard deviations'of .32-and..36. 'Taus they dif-

fered by approximately one-half a standard deviation. The mean ATGSB-41

scores differed by of the standard derl.itiont and the ATGSB-V by 20$.

The mean 'gradUate GPA's were 2.39 and 2.42 with standard deviations, of .14:8

and 55. GenefallY the

differing by fracti

school.° These resul

,, .

Ity

sions practices and standardeat the two schools seemed to justify pooling

the data although it was recognized that pooling introdUces* the possibility

faculty ratings' were similar at the two schools,

is of the standard deviation within either

ng with the general obse*tions admix-

of confounded results.

Results

*

A total. of 397, students at tie two schools' filled out tie Background

Data Ferm (BD.P). Facillty perticipation as raters was noticeably poorer at

the smaller of the two schools, but for the total'of 37 raters asked to

participate (one Of the original 38 raters died) 19°(51. percent) gave at

least 10 ratings which coMplied fully with the-request for separate,indidents

individually rated ,then made into a CcmpOsite 10 (27 pe')Cent) 'did not
lk

participate at all., and th other 8 raters were evenly. split beiween those

who gave a composite rating backed: up by the lumber of incOents, and those

who gave comosite scores only. -'-Thirty raters gave judgments on the 'importance

. of the 13 rating scales, alit of 6.total of 37 who could have participated, with

, ,

21 coming 'from the larger school °9, from the smaller school.



One reason for gathering.the rating data was that the comparison and

combination bf judgments from two raters on each ratee would provide an esti-

mate of interjudge reliability and enable it to.be increased. The number of

students wits two ratings varied from scale tO4scale; ranging from 46 to 81.

With 10'faculty[ members not participating, however, a large; presumably non-

random fraction of students did not have two ratings. The reliabilities

reported in Table 4 must, therefore be regarded as rough approximations.

They are intraclass correlations modified to. estimate the reliability othe

°
sum' of the ratings of two Judea (Guilford, 1965, p. 299). The reliabilities

1.

indicated that on some scales -- Flexibility fOr example--the faculty raters .

illered so-greatly in their rating that we should question ;sing these scales

in future research.

Intercorrelations

The first anal,ysis of the data was a matrix of Produce moment 'correlatiOns

among all the variables of the study. Table, 3 shows the intercorrelations of

the 13 scales. The correlations are based on differing N 'a, with mist of

the N 's Bo or higher and the range from 54 to 353. In@pection of the inter-

cdwrelations suggests that one,cluster might be called "Technical Problem

, .

Solving," consisting of technical knowledge, problem analysis, and critical

dUareness. A second cluster might be called "Drive" and would consist of pe

sistence, initiative, enthusiasm, and self-develoinent.,

In addition, the average level of importance which the raters attached to

each of 13 scales was obtained. (Each faculty member ranked the scales and

the ranks were converted to a scale with a mean of 50 with standard, aeviation

bf 10.) Table 6.shows these rankings on the'left, while the columns on the

31;



The results to be reported are based on a pooling of the ,data from the

two schools. Inmost respects the mean scores for the schools were quite

similar. The mean undergraduate OPA of the students enrolled in each school

were 2.61 and 2.77 with standard deviations of .0 and .36. Thus they dif-

fered by approximately one-half a standard deviation. The mean A B Q

scores differed by 5% of the standard deviation, and the ATG8B-7 20%

The mean graduate GPA's were 2.39 and 2.42 with ;t palard deviations of .48

and .55. Generally the mean faculty ratings were 'similar,at the two'schools,

differing by fractional amounts of the standard deviation within either

cool. These results along with the general observations of similar admis-

sions practices and sandards at the two schools seemed to justify pooling

the data although it was recognized that.pooling;.introduces the possibility

of confounded results.

Results

A total of 397 students at, the two schools filed out the Background

Datki. Form iBDF): Faculty, participation as raters was noticeably poorer at
s'

the smaller of the two schools, but for, thetotal of 37 raters.asked to

participate (one ofdthe Original 38 raters died) 19 (51 percent) gave. at

least 10 ratings which complied fuLlY with the requeit for separate incidents
)

individually rated and thenmade into a ocaposite, 10 (27 percent) did not
. L.

participate at and the other 8 raters were evenly split between those

who gave a composite rating backed up by the number of incidents, and those

who gave composite scores,, only. Thirty raters gaVe :udgments on the importance

of the 13 rating scales, out of a total of 37 who could'have participated with

21 coming from the larger school and 9 from the smaller school.



Reliabilities.

One.reason for gathering the rating data was.that the comparison and'

combination of 'judgments from two raters'on each ratee would provide an esti-

mate of interjudge reliability and enable it to be increased. The number of

'students with two. ratings varied' from scale to,icale, ranging from 46 to 81.

With 10 facUlty members not participating, however, a large, presumably_ non.-

random fraction of students 4114 not havetWo' ratings. 'The reliabilities

reported in, Table 4 must,' therefore, be regarded as rough approximations:

They are intraclass correlations modified to estimate the reiiabilitY of the

OM of the ratings of two Midges (Guilford, 1965 p. 299). 'The reliabilities

indicated that on some scales -- Flexibility for examplethe faculty raters

differed so greatly 'in their, rating that we should question using these scales

in future research.

Intercorrelations,

The first analysis of the dat!was a matrix of produce moment correlations

among all the variables of the study. Table 5 shows the intercorrelations of'

the 13 Scales. The'correlationa.are based on differing N '8, with most of

the N 's 8o or higher aid the range from 54 to 353 Inspection of the inter-

correlations suggests that one cluster, might be called "Technical Problem

'Solving," consisting of technical knowledge, problem analysis, and critical

awareness., A second Cluster might be called "Drive" and would consist of per-

sistence, initiative, enthusiasm, And delf-development.,

In addition, the average level. of importance which the raters attached to

each of 13-scales was obtained. (Each faculty member ranked the scales and

° the ranks/vivre converted to.a scale with a mean of 50 with standard, deviation

of l0.) Table, 6 dhows these rankings on the left, While. the 'columns on the
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Table 4

Agreement Between Judges for Each nating'icale

(N's 46 to 81) .

Scale
kk

1 Sell -De lopment

2. Perspective

:07

.71

3 Technical Knowledge .72

4 Critical Awareness .53

5 Problem Analysis Ability. .70,

6 Res 9lutidh -.02

7 .Planning .39
:''

8 Communication Skill .41

0 4

9 Enthusiasm .24

10 Initiative, f .58

11 ..f Persistence and .Drive .33

12 Flexibility -.65

13 COnsideration -.04



Table 5

Interco la ono of Quiaties Rated Simple: Poolittet lott!JchooleNti Sk-

110.1111MMEMMINMilIMIMMIMMIIIIMM

00

4 tis

0 h 1014

1

to 1 4 S it I 1 At i 1 41
Quality Rated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

54 ki 36 . 43 50 25 38 38 66 64 31 40 "'1. Self-Development

2. Perspective & Breadth

of Knowledge

3. Technical Knowledge

4. Critical Awareness

5. Problem Analysis Ability

.6. Resolution and Decisivenes

. Planning for Ioplemeptati6

8. Ccumunication Skills

9. bithydama

10. initiative

11. Persistence & Drive

12, Flexibility

66 71 72 ' 61 23 74 51 50 21 45 18

,53 80 62 35 56 34 49 35 21 04

67 48 42 6o 44 56 42 58 46

55 42 75 47 53 40 31 16

31 '53 40 47 26 44 16

35 4o 46 58 38 !O

44 42 26 47 16, 4

62 56 44 47

76 22 59

23. 38

49

t.
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Table 6

importance of Rating Scales to Faculty, and Correlations of Ratings

and Certain Other Variables with First Semester GPA

Quay Rated

1. Self- Development

2. Perspective

3. Technical Knowledge

4. Critical Awareness

5. PrOblem Analysis

6. Resolution

7. Planning

8. Commanication

9.,44tbusiaam

10. Initiative

11. Persistence

12. Flexibility

13. Consideration

14. OveralAtings

15. Degree of Acquaintance

16. Grade from Rater'

17. Rateres Class Mae

18. Rateres Years of
Teaching

19. First Semestei GP.A.
w

Faculty Ratings
of Importance

Jr S.D.

Correlation with
First Semester GRA.

Ratings

49.1 10.8

51.5 9*.9

48.3 8.7

50.1 10.4

60.9 8.3

46.3 8.5

48.7 9.1

52.1 7.8

48.9 7.4

54.8 5.9
52.4 8.o

46.5 6.5

41.5 7.4

.17 84 1.3 0.5

.31 77 1.2 0.4

.51 99 1.3 . 0.4

.38 83 1.3 0.4

.48 117 1.3 0.5

.25 83 1.3 o.5

.26 86 1.4 0.4

.25 115 -1.3 o.k

.22 120 1.2 0.5

(NT. 92 1.2i 0.5

.37 85 1.4 0.5

.15 75 1.2 0.4

.20 1.3 _0.4

.44 1.56 1.1 0.4

.12 165 0.9 o.6

.40 173 3.o -01.9

-.20 173 37.9 38.4

.05 ,
'173 15.3 /0.8-

OD WI, 251 2.4 0.6

I

7
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right of time table show the correlations of the ratings, with firsi semester

GM.

By inspection of Table 6 there is a tendencyfor'thosequalities racket

higher-in importance to correlate higher with OPA. One of the goals of this

study, however was to identify rating variables, if any, that are

independent of grades and are predictable from biographical data. If a posi-

tive correlation of .30 is taken as a division line to identify those variables

that are moit closely related to grades, the rating variables that fall below

this cutting point and ape also Tated close to or above the average of all

the warlikes in importance are variables 1 (Self-developmeni), 7 (Planning),

9 (E;;:liaam), and 10 (Initiative). Variables 6 and 13, Resolution and

Consideration respectively, both meet the criterion of having correlations

with GPA below .30, but both are also the lowest in rank order of general im-,

portmce aarorall.the raters. It is interesting to note that variable 3,

Technical Knowledge, rates somewhat below the average in Judged importance

and still provides the highest correlation ( +.51) with GPA.
UA

The correlationalf the rating scales with the "control" variables bs&
1

be summarized as follaes:

'1. The scales have-small positive correlations with."Degree of

Acquaintance" (of the, faculty meimber with the students rated).

2. Moderate positive correlations (:21 to .61) with the grade

received in the rater's course.

3. No correlation with the size of the ratee's class.

4. Small positive correlations with the rater's years of teaching

experience.

o correlation with ATGSB Verbea. scores.

38
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6. No corrq&atiOs with ATMS Quantitative scores, with the exception

of Tohnioal Knowledge and Probleili Analysis Ability which were

correlated .41 and .31 respectively. .

As an example of the corislations of one.of the rating scales with the

biographical variables, Table 7 is provided. In view of the complex inter-

relationships Among biographical data and the exploratory nature,of this

pilot study, no attempt wilrbe.mede to interpret these sere order carrels.-

tions.

. Stepwise multiple regressions. Finally, to explore the ior, value

of the biographical data in predicting the rating scales and point
lbh

average, stepwise Multiple regAssions were computed using 15 selected bio-

graphical. variables, ATGOB-Q,'ATOSB-V, and undergraduate OPA as predictors.

'Undergraduate GPA, AXGSB-Q, and.AWISB-V were entered into the prediction, in

that order, before the biographical data were allowed io contrSbute to the

prediction. This was done' since theiprimarY interest was to ascertain

whether biographical data might add significantly- to the prediction provided

by test scores and undergraduate GPA. The reader should keep in mind that

the results are not crook-validated and, thus, that there is no'wey of know-

J.* how much theftifting;of the 15 biographicAllmxiabies may have capital-

.ited on- fluctuations unique to the sample in'hand.-

Table 8-shows-the results ofthe.stepwise prediction of graduate school

first semester GPA for.the combined Sample of-both participating schools.

Uniirgraduate (SPA, A 'AT3SS-V multiple correlation of

.39. When biographical were included three 'variables (father's °coups-

.

tics, comber of social clubs and fraternities,- and age) incretned the multiple
.

Q

It to .52. 'Their regression *eights were comparable to those of irdergradmate

.
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a

Table 7

Vtriables Which Correlate with Planning for Implementation Scale

Variable
xY

1: No. of hobbies pursued as
an individual

9. Mean no. of years each
hobby pursued

28. No of brothers

29. No. ''of sisterL.

31. GP4 in first semester

38. College attended'in same
state as grad school

46. Grades accurately reflect
ability or not

47. Plan to go on for Ph.D. or
uncertain or not

.22 87

.20 82

-.34 86

.24 84

.26 86

-.23, 84

.20 80.

-.35 80

yr. Original confidence in
.40 84

career choice

60. No. of school years employed .21 86

61. Hrs. employed per week when
.22 86c

undergraduate

8.D

1.0 1.0

3.2 1.9

0.8 0.8

0.9 0.9

2.4 0.5

0.4, 0.5

1-9 1.0

0.4 0.6

2.3 1.4

1.6 1.5

23.3. 29.6

40.



Table 8

Standard Rstegressiim Weights and Multiple Correlations'

Criterion: GPA

171; both schools 'canbined

No. of
Social. Clubs

lIndergrad. ATGSB Father's -and-

GPA Q V Occupation fraternities Age R

34

29.

.26

2.1111t
.29

13
.19 .

.11

.16

.1.6 .10

.16

.37

119

.51

.52

41.

4.



'.OPA.and the test scores..'. -The suggestion is that.having higher-.sbattis parents,.
4-.

being sociable, and being mOre -Mature enhances one's academic grades,

thisil?ecause such students are actually more accomplished, or are these
.

measures indirect measures of abilitrwhicktsUPPlemerit test scoresand pre-

vious grades as measure of ability, or is there.a bias in assigning grades..

-: in favor-of'etuch students. At thia irint it is impossible'to tell; the cl.
_ .

tion needs further research..
x

Table 9 shows the prediction of Perspective bymeanS.of the same:Proce-
,

"Same State" is a measure in4icatingaures as in,the2ablea analysis,

whether the giaduate school attended was in the same-state as the student's

undergraduate school (scored 1) or in another state (scored 0). "Conf.

Career" reflects how confidently ,the student regards his current,carearchoiye.

In the ;pal step (bottcmrow .oftable) one .can'seethat GPk and the test

scars Contiibute. to the,Piediction relatiVely.leds than several of the bio
. " .

graphical varisbles,'and.that sane different biographical variables emerge

as predictors. The new predictors may 'however, 'be alternative measures. 'of

the-saMejunderlyingVatiables::. "Number of brothers)", fOr.example

bay a reflection ofsocioedonomic'status in the same way father's occupation

is. It has frequently been found that less affluent faMiliet; haves more

children. In any case; the .dynamids are no -doubt complex and do not warrant

further speculation here.

The'next.criteriono Consideration;,walvselected for disCuBsion since.-

. it was relativelTindapendent of:the other criteria' and also was one of the
.

less reliable criterion measures (as fir as between judge agreement was con -

k

cerned). Nevertheless, the multiple correlation coefficients shown in' Table

10 are as high asthosa of-m.0st of theA:ther'criteri: ''In the final step,
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Table 9

Staridard,Regression Weights and'Multiple Correla,tions

Crittion: Perspective

a 171;'bot4 schools:ccebined)

Pr Ctors

Coil. :ATCAB No of Same 'Ckmd% Father's 'Ito. .SO, of

GPA Q V Bros.. State Age Career Occ. tldbe
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ATGSB Hrs. Plans Is°. Priv. Father's
GPA . Q

-.14 -.21 .41

-.20 -.20 .17 45

;I*

.34 .32

.10 -.15 .31

-.21 -.20 .16

,-.20 -.21 .17

.12 -.16 .31 -.17 -.22

.15

.15

..15

.14

.15 :1

.49

'1



college GPA had no weight AIUSH-Q a !mall positive weight and ATGSB-V

actually had a negative, weight. Also the biographical predictors were mostly

different from those'which emerged from the other analyses. ("Iso. Hob." is

the number of hobbies which the individual pursues independent4.

Sch." indicates whethei the student attended an independent (1) or a public

(0) secondary school.)

':Table 11 shows what happened when a sUmmary criterion was constructed
/r

by. ad together thrating-scale scores and.first'seiester W.A. 'Age

emerge&s.s. the single best:predictorfoll d by No. of Brothers and Under-

graduate.School in Same State. Undergraduate GPA and the test scores con

-tribUted r latiVely'less to'the prediction.'.

As the t = tep, analyses siMifar-eo the preceding .were coMputedfOr

.eiOh'participating school 'eepaately. In view of the relatively small samples

involved the results will not be reported here other than the observation that

,the effective predictors tended to be the same in each school, although there

were some which were unique to each school. The regressio&veights differed

markedly, however.

9 biscusiion and ConclusiOns

The main obectiie of this work was to develop a set .of'scales which

Would usefully supplement-aCadenic'gradeis iS'measuresof graduate schoOl

,attainment:' TS,authors' working 'hypothesis was that if the scales were

truly comprehensive- -not merely a halo of academiC:gradeb--then biogAphical

information would usefully supplement past gradesand.tett scores as predictors

of a ,combined criterion, made 'up of grades and ratings. Judging' -from the low

J..



Table. 34.,

Standard Regression Weights ,and Multiple Correlations

Criterion.: SwiliAty Criteriona

(N = 171; b tfi schools' combined)

4..

,predictors
. A u.G. Sch. U.G. Social

Undergrad. ATGSB No. of in, Science

GPA Q V Age Bros . Same° State Major R

.13

. 32.

:18

. 30

.31

- 29

29

-.22

-;23,
s_

&Earl rating and o GPA was 'standardized with a mean of. 110 and a

S .D . of 10. The s criterion is the average of these scores. No

syromary criterion was c:mputed when three of more of the part scores were
missing.

.13

.16 .

.17

.36

.49

.50
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positiNt correlations between the scalisd graduate school grades the tech-

nique Of behaviorallyanchoring the rating scales did result in their being

adequately independent.of grades. In other words_the faculty did not routinely

o

assign high ratings to.good students and low ratings to weak htuaents. In

addition, the mixed pattern of relationships ng the scales supports the

view that distinctioni were made among the scads. 'The'facuIty raters appar-

ently paid attention to the def/initions of the:scales. This conclusion is

also supported by an insPecttmof the rating'sheets submitted by'eadh faculty
4

member; seldom did individualistudents receive exactly, the sama raking on ill

scales. It did happen, howeverin perhaps 10% of the caseswhich underscores

the importance.of soliciting faculty raters who are willing to make thoughtful:.

discriminations inassigning ratings.

Whether the scales have reliability and validity is another question.

About half of the scales had adequate reliability in thitFsense of between

judge agreement,.althOugh missing data left the reliability estimates subject

to question. In any, case the correlations with performance and biographical

dati suggest that thelscales do have validity. Generally the correlations were

about the magnOtde and direction one would expect on the basis of previous

research. The !host suggestive evidence, however, deriVes from the stepirise

multiple regroiyisions. BY and large the multiple *egression coefficients.for

the 'prediction of separate scales were as high as those for the predictiqn of

grades. Even these must be interpreted, with Caution, however. When a large

number of/mriables are sifted - -as in this pilot study - -it is difficult to

estimate/how mu one has capitalized on chaiace relationships. We will have

more cOnfidence.in the validity of the scales when, in fUture research, they

are used. in a variety of schools and continue to eXhibit

44



lbe more certain outcomes of this developmental effort concern the

characteristics and. use of the scales. Generallythe'scales were well

received, as a substantial improvement over conventional rating techniques.

The records and comments provided by the faculty raters did, however, point

to a,number of minor revisions, mostly resulting from ambiguities in the

definitions of.qualities and behavioral: examples provided. Appropriate

changes,mill be made .in the scales in the next phases of this line of research.

Also it was clear that Changes are necessary in the rating procedure,

Chiefly in' the number of.ratinga each faculty member is Asked to male: Ac-

'

cordinglY it was decided to reduce.the number of scales from 13 to 7 and. the

number of students each faculty member wculds.be asked to froal0.to 5.

WhiCh seven scales were selected and the basis fOr selection will be described

in detfl in a subsequent report.

All the. Scales may be tiseful in future research, however, depending on

the specific'purposes of the research. A possible exception is the Flexibil-

ity scale. As noted 'earlier the,agreement between the judges was so low--

actually it was negativethat the scale should be, redone before. it is. used

again, unless a more adequate check demonstrates it-has more reliability than

found'here.

Certain stepb in administering the scale's are critical. The importance

*41bf full cooperation on. the part of the raters 'cannot be overemphasized. The

raters must be carefully instructed in the rationale and purposes of the

scales. Prior to. using them they should became thoroUghly familiar eth the

scales, the general definitions of each.quality,:and the.contentiof relevant

behaviors used to illustrate the qualities. ,Finally, well in advance of the

act of rating, the judge. should know whidh.stadente he is to rate in order .

43
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that be can observe them over a period. of several weeks, paying particular.

0.ttention.to inCidents relevant to the qualities.

The Background Data Form proved to be satisfactory for the purposes of

the research. A broad range of biographical ffacti3 we're tapped. ,But in ,the

future certain questions: (e: g., in the area of personal adCoMplisbmente)

should be added. It should also be reformulated to include a InaltiML101 number

of multiple choice items presented in a way which would be largely machine

scorable - -to reduce the extensive clerical expense incurred in the research

to date. 0

71'

The .analysis, of, the biographical dta indicated that they elated

to important ways to grades and" to ratings.' Certain data predi

other biographical facts, frequently different, predicted the re e. Can-

biped withundergraduate grades and ATGBB scores, biographical data show

promise of increasing the prediction of graduate school grades and criterion

rating: To predict grades; a mix of undergraduate grades, ATUBB scores, g

and biographical data was used which was generally different from the mix of

these variables which best predicted. the rated personal qualities. Again,

however, it *must be pointed out that the combination of variables chosen is

"best" only for _the existing sample; some other set of predictors might well

be superior in a cross - validation sample.

Future research should be undertaken with the following objectives:

a. To test the preliminary findings presented here on a much

larger sample, more representative of range of bUsinesi schools,
,

b. To refine the scales and the Background. Data Form for Opera-

tional use in the schools,

- c.' To test the effeaiveness of revised rating procedures, and

49
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.:the_validity Of tie findings

predictive equations.

conclUtion,:this report deScribes a five-year effort to devel4 a

set ofscales. for use in graduate schools of. business; and 'industrial.

administration -- scales which would not be sUbjeci to the shortcOmings of

traiitional. rating, techniques liey represent seve ral,Mall-years of work on

the pas"..,,..efe"-the prineipal investigators and hundretts of hours of consulting

and, collaboration on the part of cooperating faculty mothers. Whether 'the

effort was j1stified will only be known when the results of fUture 'research

are in hand. In one sense, however the scales stand by tbenuselyes in that

they delineate a broad set of human qualities which the research, staff and

its faculty collaborators regarded .fts' important, and these qualities sere

defined as precisely and concretely as current techniques would allow.

accuracy of
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40;
The M \ 4,SS Criteribn St dy Rating Scales 4, '..

Pretest I .

,

).

These items are not numbeied in any particular order.

e
110.

11,
*ti '2

,

.4.
- it. (,

1. This student would be able to manipulate correctly a mathecallical"probedizresbut i
would not be able to state 'the major assumptions on which .t, mothoffisNbased.

A case problem of moderate difficulty is 'being discussed in dials. iihen Oied

with the need to make a. decision without all the facts necessary, thy;
would be expected to acknowledge that he should have more information,

basedon certain assumptions, to recommend a decision about the case.

3, This student liould be unresponsiie or bored, even during,a lively`sicazieltions-

exercise. in which several teams go bankrupt giving him the opportunity to seW"

things. up. .

, .

yhiA 'student. could be expected to present an oral reportrin which he makes

/derogatory remarks about a eertain economic theory without noticing that many

members of the audience are highly identified With the theoiy. ,

You can always expect this student's case discussions to,be presented, inan

intereatingHway which makes it,,appear-that.he considers'every;prOblem *portant.

Because.of his knowledge of tip needs and interests of the group, this student:

would sense immediately that hia contribution to a discussion was being

megatively.received.

7. When faced with a research paper assignment, with many other deiands on hie time,

this student could be expo d to tackle the job iinthusiaaticallystdo a-thogrmigh.

search of the literature, rk late for several nightspipase up social activities,

finish the paper well ahead of the deadline, and-subilit a complete and well ' '

docizmented report.

This student could not state in an unambiguous way the key definitions and...

established procedures for organising- knihledge in a field covered by required

coursea in the curriculum. 15

When a job opportunity camealong in an area which this student hadn't con-

tidered, he would quickly gather appropriate information, present himself well

ti

and receivedand consider accepting an offer.

10. This student would prefer a Summer job as a management trainee to a:higher-
,

paying technical job. .

'

11. When someone in the class suggetts a novel idea, you would spect that-it would

take this student some time to get'used to the idea before he would consider its

acceptance.

13. In conducting a research project, this student could be expected to depend upon

someone else for the suggestion of the topic, definition of the problem, and

direction.
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144 'You could describe this student as being bold in the way.he attacks a problem.

He would always be uupft.on the latest developments in his'field; he would be well

read in the current literature.

150. This student' could be expected to develop a list of several
foram assigned research paper, but be unable to choose one

instructed to do Aso by hie professor after the deadline had

'16. The student wouldbe unable to extract a set of-pOssible problems which might be

relevant from an ill-structured, although comprehensive description Of a

managemet situation.

17:. This etucInt would ask questions and seek information about the influence of a
company's business beyond the confines of his own particular, .job.

appropriate topics
from the,dpitt until
passed.

18. This student could be expected to make suggestions on tile modification of deci-

sions or their implementation to increase their acceptance by those involved.

19. This student could tr expected to be unreceptive to new ideas and proposals

even in situations ARere previous Methods proved inadequate.

20. In case discussions this student would, not consider the social implitations of

suggested actions.

21. This student would show awareness of long -range implications of current wage

and salary decisions, in labor relations, community relations) etc.

22. This student would volunteer during casediscussion, but would give alternative

recommendations as to two courseve action in a case problem. Each possible

course of action would be based on an explicit, but different assumption which

he states. 40.

2

,2

26.

28.

29.

31.

n.

132.

This student would meet a deadline in handing in a report, but the' report would

be be1o4 his usual standard if he also had to study for an exam ,in another course

which occurred on the same day therePort was due.

-

This student would be well versed in relevant'geo-political, ethical, cultural
and demographic differences between the U.S. business environment in less

developed countries. ,

,In an interview with 'a profesdor regarding certain personal
andther student or faculty member, this student could be expe
interview subsbance to no one even i'Lpressed by' his peers.

:44 e
,

Would be extremely interested in his own progress and.in
strengthen himself.in Erek's of deficiency.

Thip student "wopld use- his %time W011, Would be able to und

short- notice."'

This student' wri
elaborate.

°

tOri..-iio4k tend

1
to be verbose, redundant

4AP,

tters,Coricer9pg
ted to mention the

rovisions to

retake activities on

and *unnec a Yy

Would make suggestions -itiCh his t,eammietes wound usually accept d.n 6v:simulation

exercise, research project ar, other cIaas'activity..,'



35 Thig, student would make, unwarranted assumptions biased on mistaken information.

. * .

36. Usually, this student would try to get at the facti before.giying an opinion.

37. This student could be expected never. to have a clef -lies of what'he wants to do.

38. This .student: - could. come out of a critical discuision of a paper had almost
completed,with enough ideas for several more papers. ,

- 39. This student could be expected to initiate and sustain a pr9posal for studying
a' email business, oppoltunity providing there were no competing demands on his
time in other courses during the, period.

140. s student could be expected to know ways to be suggested for gaining acceptance
of decisions through participation of others.

141, This studint could only occasionally be expected to make a point in a (mad
discussion which would be followed up by his classmates.

142. This student Organizes his written r opts in a clear and systematic fashion.
. .

143. This student is convinced that the only problems which merit his:attention are
those "structured" situations which can be solved with existing-analytical
techniques. . . , '

_44. This student could be to take. advantage of arunique oppo;ibri4ty. to

consult with a local expert nneaion with a paper he iffie preparing On. a

. ,

difficult topic.

115.

JP

a I
In a dismission on the merit of the school or major field he was -(studying,
student would back his choice objectively and without defensiveness..

46. You would expect this student to comple-ad'etelled card file for material he
had readreven though.--it required sticking at a demanding, but unexciting task for

several ilays. 4 V' ., )

This student would admit .15e newt to 2onsider the sio ciir responsibilitSr on the

part of ,,a company when, this is pointed out %by other's. during a discussion of
retirene4t policy. \_,-r,. t

147.

'
.

So. This student would be .in a quandary as to what to do if he rotl someone else

sitting in his regular seat in a small class of. 20 students.

t _ ,

.

51. if you It Toyed ,this student as (--9. reader and asked him tfievelop a.list of %
pecifi poInts to be gradele -could bit" tkpected tip mil* back to you after he

__.

had read stTeral papers to lask you to provide an'appropriate,Iist.

5 . This student s,eeks situations which are likely tb-.5rieid" greatest. benefit in

terms of reduc s individual we ess. -, .

<w. .

pi-I:per-And r3ySt emeA.ic atten on: to. the
to, recognize the pertinence of I.

53. This student could be exp
various aspect's of a probl

fran 1118106.oiuces.,
-

514. 'Public r litt4ns...t.tnilactsr ignored b

on:

ewould,be consideredNi evantarld/mighVbe
,gin,



;5. This.studeat would present material in-a confused ashion sb that his professor

/fhas to spend an undue amount of time, trying to pi ce through to the heart of what

hale doing: (/. 1
Ns

/

;6. In class discussion, this student.expresges his opinions freely, but is easily

persuaded to change his views when others are critical of them. ,

;8. In response to an urgent re st, you could expect this student to prepare a

broad report on a prbjact wit .no delays for refinements even on the parts in which

he is most interested.

',.

Pi. You would exAct this Student to require constant prodding from classmates to

begin work on his portion of a problem assigned to a team of three other students

and himself.

51.
Would.expect this. student to be careful to criticize action or suggested action

rather than the individual involved.

;3. This student could be expected to'be in management school only ,to avoid going

to work.

54. .Thitirstudent would listen quietlyto a discussion, contributing nothing.

Could be expected to take charge of a discussion group, answer questions, and

act in a mature manner.

516. Would be able, to direct, comMand.respect, and. provide constructive suggestions.

57. This student woul0 be'a very effective.speaker and would get his ideas over Well

to his audience. 11.1e could be expected to have an ,interestingand forceful way

of presenting ideas.

58. This student would be able to assess the limitations of thebries and principles

from a discipline when they are applied to a management problem.

70. This student could.be expected to cringe at the annihncement of a field trip, to

grimace 0 the mention of a group project.

r
71. This student would-be able to integrate production, marketing, and finance view-

points in dcase problem involving a company diversification decisison, but

Would be unable to,incorporate relevant government policy, social factors,-aild

exdgeneous technological trends.

r2.! This stud nt speaks in a monotone in class and generally gives the impressir
not being interested in the subject.

. .

04. This student's written work would be interesting and 'easily read.'

5. -In writing a.terM paper, this student would present one point of vie

would not follow obvious leads to present a balanced report havinv t
points of view.represonted.'..

. .
'

i6..' This, be-eXpedted'to do independent reading;or research
the validity or interpretations or evaluations Which differ from his
or classmates: 7;

A;

, but
o other

to check
instructor



e '

77: In a class discussion regarding a procedural issue which had been causing a

probleM, this student could be expected to offer an alternative procedUre with

presumptive merit without incurring 'the ire of anyone.
.

.

78. In writing research reports, this student might disregard the background and

interests of his readers, and submit reports which are either not understandable

or inappropriately elementary. .
-

. i

79. When required to prepare an.assignment on a topic of his choosing, this

student would require an instructor's help in finding a t ic and later on has

to be checked on to see that job gets done.

"80.. In business games or group learning efforts this student could be expectal

to evaluate the problem independent15, and takalphe lead in suggesting methods of

solution.

81. This student seldom misses deadlines.

82. This student would be handicapped by a "black and white" approach to all

problems.

83. In recommending a course of-action, this student would demonstrate awareness

of all relevant dimensions of the problem enviornment, but.would fail to consider

whether his proposal was compatible with the individual responsible for imple7

menting his suggestion.

84. 'On some cases, this student could not be expected to volunteer discussion, on

others' he could. This seems to be due to a difference in interest rather than

in preparation.

85. This student would be congehial and pleasant, outgoing and splLneous.

0
SG.' When he makes a comment, it often could be expected to influence or change the

course of discussion.

-\

87. T s student could not' be expected to ask probing question9s, nor to challenge

statements made.in gro discussions or seminars, nor to attempt to defend his

1own position.
ti 1

his student would
Igroup was locked.

be' at a.loss if the role= he was assigned fpr a discussion'

91. In a class discussion, this4student usually comes up with most of the 1ajor
paints, necessary for-dolution of a case, but. he doesn't organize them well..

91k In stressful circumstances this student,
routine and trivial things such as what.

When applying to gfiduate schools, this

business schools.
95.

7.

would e able to decide on even
to order for lunch

studpntlOuld be expgAed to consider

96. In ill-defined "qualitative" 'bituations, thiS student would use approaches in

structuring problems which do not fit available'techniques for rigorous solutions.
He coula,delineate a useful way of viewing the probleM, and whsrethey.fail to
account for important problem characteristics. .

5
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97. This student would express himself well in recitations and comments in class;

his poihts would be clear and his presentation convincing. Classmates would

pay close attention to what he says.,

98, Although the student might be sensitive to environmental forces affecting the

way his performance is perceived by othersv he would fail to assign priorities

to different environmental forces in order to determine adaptive, behavior.

99. You would expect this student to accept an assignment and work at it continually

until completion. .

00. This student's work would be obscure and full vf.mistakes, incomplete sen-

tences and misspellings. It would be almost impossible to follow the line of

thought.
-)%

01. This student would operate strictly on intuition,. being unable to give reasons

for hunches.

This student is a slob, habitually unshaven.and unbathed to the obvious ember

rassment and discomfort of,his associates.

D3. This student syvtamtkically analyses local situations and experiences, in Which

he is involved in seak4ch of things he can learR,that will help him imporve

his future performance.
I

,04. This student could be expected to miscalculate the willingnesi of other .

students and the faculty to assist him in his work and their interest in it..

D7 If confronted with strong opposition to aldecision of his which deviated from

conventional practices this student Would stick to his position,'being willing

to accept the risk because of thepossibilityof obtaining an above average

profit.
S

a

4

.

r.

08. This atudent would talk freely but say nothing sensible. He could be expected

to use big w6rdb, often erroneously. He would be almost impossible to follow.

,09r You would
student to

t assigned reading to be coMpleted, but would not expect this

ertake extensive reading beyond that assigned 'in an area.

IXL When asked unexpectedly about the characteristics of :a procedure with which

shJUld be acquainted, this student could be expected to be evasive as krone don

on hit ignorance in, this area. , ,
..f

. .-

1. When, in a discussion group of 5 students). this' student finds that he and

another student are in the minority and are subjected to sarcasm by the majority,

t..: he could be expeited to stick to the point of'his argument and not become

defe

1

sive. ' 1 I $

12. Tbi student would be expeCted to.suggest something no one else hag' thoughtot

in a recitatfift.

13. Dur a case discussion, this"student would speak to argue against a course

of action a classmate has given, but he would not advance an alternative course

of action.
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114. This student could be expected to giVettie undivided attention to even the

rather uninspire61 comments by a.classmate. -\

115. This student could be expected to,showl4atience and willingness to explain a

point to a less competent claasmate.

116. This Student could be expected to predent a poorly organized report and to

explain its lack of quality on the basis of the short notice given for its

"Preparation.

11?. This student could be expected to detect inconsistencies in the position taken

by a professor in a critical, significant classrook lecture. -

118. This student could be expected to know each of his instructors fully- -their

grading practices, standards, idioeyncracies, expectations and preferences.
Ay

119. You might expect this student to be late in handing in a report because he
had not started preparing in time.even though the report had been assigned

several weeks in advance.

120. This student would. talk reasonably. tell in class although he would sometimes
have trouble expressing. himself:' The class would sometimes find him hard to

follow and occasionally his posi&on on an issue would be misunderstood.

121. In a library research paper, you could expect this student to find a few

references, but not to pureUe the literature sufficiently to find the most

pertinent material.

125.Would be a litake-charges man for his team in a simulation exercise or research

-project. #

126.' This student c.uld be expected to try even harder when he found that la.problem

of suppo ed o erate difficulty resisted all initial attempts to'resolve

127. This a ident 'd' prefer an easy course with an easy grade to.sAttough but

useful course,. 4

.

128.. This student will willinglyf.nchairna committee; but only if it .is composed
of ,a very few othemiembers on whbm be carelmpose the. menial tasks while he
completes themore intricate functions as .a one-man team.

129. This student would:Agree to help with Some task if asked, but.wouldfad. some

excuse not =to help fot very long. ,

130., After a particularly good lecture, you could expect this student to be

waiting for'you outdid 'your classroom with an invitation to join.

otherS for coffee and continuation of your talk.

131. This student would be interested enough to read the Wall,Street Journall'ata

,other management 'literature.

lin. This student could be.expected to be'active in a student management organization.

133. This student might de.berately flunk A' math qualifying examln.order to take
a course. in.which he will get good grades.

6.0
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134. If assigned as a teaching. assistant to trac down 20 references in marketing,

you would expect this student to return i a week with the job completed after

doing extensive detective work. 4

136. This student could be expected to master concepts in individual fields, but not

to recognize essential differences and similarities in approachei iddproblems

suggeitea by each field.

137. This student could be expected to be late for classes, to sprawl in the back

of the classroom, and to talk out of turn to other stUdents during

138. This student would know how to give and take, to compromise, and to work with

others for the benefit of the group.

139. This student waits 'til someone else has suggested a decision before committing

himself, but defends his position well.

140. This student would habitually break problems, into parts.

141. This student would have sufficient information about a specific procedure that
he would be consulted by others in his field.

142. After a presentation by-men:with higher' professional stature, you would expect

this student td'successfully challenge inforMation and opiniona concerning a

particular operation within a company. .

144. This.student might plan and organize a used book exchange to the point the it
proves a financial profit to him.

.' *, -,,,,ab.

,

146. This student would be able,tO-aescribe Atproblemsol4ing technique using-the

1 of the textbook, but would fail to apply it cprrectlk to data presented

in acrit he had not seen before.

147. This-person might voluntarily teach a night school course in a subject somewhat

outside. his major field-in an effort to broaden his knowledge and teaching

experience.
. ,

. -

148. On.offeringcriticisMs On*a second draft of this student s paper, you could
expect him to Make only a few minor changes, even though: many more adjustments

might be needed.

1494 You would expect this studentito find sources of informaticin beyond those
suggested initially by the professor for a .opic in &graduate seminar. .

150. This student could be expected to block dn exams,. especially those requiring
opinions_and evaluation of givenAternatives.

151.: In a,olass discussion regarding a problematic procedUral issue, this student
would'offeran.alternative,procedure in. such 'a way as might offend others,
particularly t)lolie who had proposed the troubleaome,proceaure.

. :Thielltudent would be-well prepared on an assignment to be discusse
class even though he had handed,-tg'a report in another class the s

I

si
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153. After' advancing a future action in a case discussion, thi student would give

in to the counter arguments of four other students even t ugh their arguments

had no superiority other than social pressure. ,5

154. This student is often late for meetings'with his classmates although others in

Similar circumstances don't find it'difficult to,be on time.

155. Given limited time and resources, this student would seek basic working knowledge

in a variety of fields rather than intensive and total mastery of a single

specialized facet of managerial activity.

156. This student, as the organizer of a pdliiical action group, would have the'

ability to make stuffing' envelopes an enjoyable task. He is not above partici-

pating in a program of action at any levelsno matter how menial the task.

157. When discussing a case concerning a Negro,..this Student might try to gain

support for his opinioh that Negroes are.:somewhat lazier than whites.

158. Should-this student find himself in need of certain information or Iderstanding

not provided by the present curriculum, you would expect him tO go to the Dean

without prompting from others to Oroposethat.a special-seminar or course.be

organized.
.

159, When a professor explains the objectives, cdntent,, and methods of.stiveral courses

whiCh this'student is considering, this student would.not'be able to decide on

registering even after studying the syllabi and talking 'with several studentS

Who had taken the courses.

160. During his last year of,graduate work thitt student would select a list of

companies he regards as sound, send them'a description-of 'his interests and

qUalifications, and propose that each company hire him to introduce or:enlarge.

services or' procedures that are his specialty. 4O'

161. In a typical-Curriculum. of several separate but related courses, this student

could .be expected.to choose his topics and Select hii reference sourced for a

current paper in a way calculated to assist himin other course assignments.

162. When'faced with a choice of elective courses, this student always picks one

Closely related in subject area to courses in' which he previously has received

high grades

164. This student could be expected to help slower students voluntarily. He would

not,. however, be motivated by self-aggrandizement.

165. Shortly after arriving on campus this student could be expected to be familiar

with the rules, local customs, mores and social structure.

166. Would attempt to dominate otherd by imparting to them a sense of subordination.

167. Judging from his withdrawn behavior in class, you *ould expect this student

might not be'able to hold the attention of a small group even in a discussion

at cocfee.

:168: In grcIup assignments, this
he can dobests'instead of
moat.

student volunteers to do th'at part of the job which

seeking the task which will enable'hinto learn the

OA?

tr.
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L72: If in a class of 40, this student presenta a.different point of view and is

booed, hissed, or laughed at, he would be calm in defending his position.

H .

e'

L73.',Thisstudent would know the first.. names of all the, people with.whomilp works.

als. In clasp discussion, this student would be able to make an effective presentation

when told tb assume circumstances of a case are radically different from these

of 'actual

115. This student would be concerned mainly with short-range profit or immediate

.benefits to a company or department.

177. You would expect.thia:studeAt to be friendly and easily approached. by freshmen

seeking information on gradUate work in business school.

178. Before.the end of the spring aameater,.this student could be expected to find

out about his academic program Lor the neat year in'otder that he might take

any steps during the summer necessary to be ready for the courses.

.

L79. This student could be expected to be really interested in engineering, but would

think he could make more money by goihg to management school.

180. When asked to present a paper in a class or-seminar on short notice, thid student

could be expected to overlook several routine details such as having a slide

projector available if needed, or in getting tabular material to a secretary

in time for duplitation.

181. This student would be sensitive'to others.' needs to...participate an would not

dominate a discussion.,,-

182. ThiS student could be expected to recognize and allow for the ract that many

consumers .feel an essential objective of business is to provide a real service.

183. This student could be expected to apologize before asking a professor to repeat

a statement-he had not heard correctly.

1 11i. This student could be expected to take advantage of every opportunity to be

productively engaged-in study or other self-improvement even when riding on

:a subway or waiting in line in a cafeteria.

185. If a well known authority. on tax law had been invited to speak to your class,

you would expect.this student to arrive early for the lecture with a few good

questions already in mind for the discussion period.

186. This student would almost never recite in class and when called upon, would be

almost inarticulate. Ideas would have to be dragged from him with very pointed

questions.

187. This student would hoard reserve boOks in the library.

188. This student would keep informed about current events and would see their

relevance to class discussions.

189. This student could be expected to consider timing and coordination of events

in solving' vspecified problem in marketing.



190. This student.could be expected to go to the placement office to inquire about

opportunities before most students, in order to avoiphe last minute rush

for appointments.

191. Without ary specific suggestion by anyone, this student could -be expected to
make an, appointment to discuss a question he his about a point a professor made

in a lecture.

192. If he felt'the'situation warranted it, this student might break minor rules.
For example, he would hand in a handwritten report when a typed report was

required.
1

193. this student would inconvespnce professors and staff by taking their time for
problems which, with a little effort, he could resolve by himself.

$44.

194. This student could be expected to find his own thesis or term project subject,

without the help of a faculty member, and proceed4n the initial stages of the

study without specific guidance'from a faculty member.

195; This student would care enough about a new person to showhim where to get

supplies or to sit:domn and talk to him understandinglyabout specific problems.'

196. This student mightylegin discussing a problem in the middle so that the
interested parties have a tough time understanding it. He doesn't fUlly explain

what he is talking about. .

.197. In a businesa was, ibis student could be expected to lay out tasks for team
members, to'make sure different contingencies were foreseen and to plan simulated

company operations several moves aheid.

201. This student would be able to isolate a set of issues whenlonfronted with a
caae'write-up, but would fent° define reasonable criteria for comparing the

merits of alternative proposals.

202. If unable to solve a problem in probability theory by application of formulas

discussed in class, you would expect this student to give up after bar an hour,

even though he could obviously solve theproblem by the inelegant and tedious

method of enumeration.

203. This student's educational pursuits will probably end the day he graduates.

'204. This student could be expected to seek out another student withouttrana-

c.
portation to offer to take him home although it was several miles outlof the way.

206. When asked to fill in temporarily on a business game team this student would

became intrigued and would enliven the sessions with his intereat.

208. When considering a new.floor layout in a production problem, this student Could

be expected to overlook an important detail like a means for removing the
finished product from the work area.

210. On receiving a low grade on a test, this student asks the professor to explain
the formulation, of a better solution and to point out. the weaknesses in his

approach. He fails however, to apply this explanation to a new situation to

test his understanding.,



212. When called upon this student would restate the facts of a case, but

'wouldn't decide on. a course of action. Instead, he would say that more facts

are needed to make a decision.

213. In organising students to carry out a class project, this student is unable

to assign priorities among subtasks which reflect their relative importance

to, the success of the,endeavor.

214. This student's work sparkles and he displays an active interest in each

situation in which he participates.

215. You would not expect this atude4 to volunteer in class discussion, thOUgh .

he might be well-prepared wheA calledon.

216. This'student could be expected.to be involved in several graduate student

extracurricular activities, to play an active part. in graduate social and

athletic affairs, while pursuing his academic work energetically and auditing

or takingeextra courses for credit.

21?. In a seminar involving a computer sol ion o a business game which is

Unexpected and unreasonable by cone nal standards, this student would

undertake a' detailed, step.by-step review of the sieges of the program.

218. This Student begins a research project with an "I want to find out...."

attitude as opposed to an "I want to prove thus and so" attitude. ,

, .

219. .This,student could be expected to consider schools of business as we

other professional schoolS when-applying for graduate study.

221. This student would rely on faculty to make program decisions for him.

222. You would not expect this student to seek a challe ng problem on his own..

223. This student could' be expected to stick with pedes ian solutions Which
represent only old and well-tried ways of doing things.

,

224. This student would probably look four or more years ahead.

225. Classmatei would be likely't

/
respect his views in class discussions.

1

...

227.. This student would be unab e to tolerate ambiguous situations where the

outcome of any course of action is uncertain.

228.. This student would be able to determine logical reasons both pro and con

for a certain action rggardlesa of his own personal opinion.

229. This studeAt would not be very serioui about management as a career, but
would see it as a ateans'to an end for him.

°.

230. As chairman of a group activity where individual performance is judged on
the basis of total group performance, this student would assume responsibility
far failures, even though they can be traced to the ineptness of another

member of the group.
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231. Would expect this student to take account of implication of actions for other
parts of an organization and for others external to an organization.

232. This student would formulate reasoned recommendations for action in a variety

of 'situations. However, he would insist on completing most tasks himself and
would be unwilling to rely on the competence. of others.

233. You would expiebt this student to resist suggestions for Chingos while failing
to explore the validity of his position.

234. After the instructor has begun a case. discupeion with a questions,the student

could be expected' to respond by suggesting an entirely different, but defensible
question as a better way to begin analysing the case.

235, This student could be expected to be constantly on the look out for indications
of his standing in the eyes of the facu]ty.

236. Thii Adeni might propose a research idea which require. a substantial amount
of correspondence to many companies and which runs over f one, term to the

next. He would keep up his interest and follow up to getkdep nt percent of

return.

238. This student's written work
jumps from one idea to anothe

be so brief it would fail to convince. Long
a make' his reasoning hard to follow.

o be in Business school only because of, his.239. This student could be expected
parents' insistence.

240. This student would be able not only to evaluate and select from relevant
alternetiveefor solving a problem, belk_also would structure a problek in a
way which would lead to the generation and testing of new-alternatives beyond
those sUggested by particular analytical tools.

241. This student can be expected to display a healthy skepticism about existing
procedures and traditions, and to make constructive suggestions for improving
operating characteristics. 4

242. This student speaks up sharply in a iiigher pitched voice than usual when
discussion hits an, issue about which he obviously has special knowledge.

243. This student would be expected to raise the-question of responsibility of
business to provide jobs for employees displaced by iechnological developments.

244. When faced with situations where organizational values are in conflict with
his own, this student would withdraw froM participation rather than attempt
working from within the group toward modification of the group'a objectives;

24$. This student would write his papers in such a way that each assignment appears
to be a challenge he haa eagerly' accepted. It is'a pleasure to read his reports
and one infers .that he has gotten a kick out of writing them.

247. If the instructor was delayed flir a case discussion, this student would be
likely to get a discussion acted.

O
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248. You could count on this student to organize and keep pis discussion group

going.

250. Occasionally this student would be sarcastic to those who ask him for help.

0

251.. In an area In which he is having' difficulty, this student could, be expected

to prepare an
n down 'specific points of his weakness, and to discuss
of, concepts and to work out problems as far as he could

go in an effort to
this effort with the professor, asking questions until he is confidentthat

he understands enough to overcome his difficulty.

252. This student would be unable to articulate any reasoned or informed viewpoints

on subjects other than thoae required in his business curriculum."

253. In outlining the issues involved in a case problem pertaining to introduction

of a new manufacturing process, this student would assume that manufacturing

engineering and engineering economy variables are the only relevant factors.

254. This student could be expected to apply for admission to business schools only

after being refused admission to other schools.

255. This student would be unable to manipulate and obtain'; quantitative solution

using computational formulas which are specified as relevant to a given problem.

256. This student would enjoy studying and observing the problems arising in

connection with a major change in production methods,;:but he would not want

to be involved activ)01;in.baving to bring about the change.-
-

257. This student could be expected to select a term paper in ving an-ill-defined

and unsolved problem in an area with which he was least familiar in an attempt

to learn more. 12.

258. This student would be able to.discuss issues of a case well, but would find

it hard to answer questions based upon changed conditions in the case.

259. As program chairman, this student could be expected to manage arrangements

for enlisting a main speaker for a special class lecture reasonab15, well,

but he would probably omit one or two details which would have to behandled

by improvisation.

262. This student might express himself orally in an adequate manner, but would lack
clarity in the organization and meaning of his written work.

263. This student's oral and written expressions both are awkward and unclear.



Instructions for Juidges

0 You.have been, aeked-to.serve as a judge in a research effort being

conducted. at E.T.S. at the request of the Policy Codomittee'of the Admission

, Test for Graduate Study in Business: The.objectiVe-of. thii work is to develop
,

set of rating scales to supplement academic grades as criteria of itudent

performanc. To overcome the "halo effect" which has plagued researeh in this

area and to make the scales as exillicit as possible, each Rotas, ii(heing anchored

to obser4abl behaviors... This respirei that we obtain bilhavioral examples which

tompetaht judges will, agree do, ilPfecit, illustrate thepopelities in question ,

$0d else agile bn how much Of the.quiNty, is 111u .Accordingly, would you e..114

Atese,take.the following steps. . .-.;: .

-c1F

1. Read each of thelgeneral stItementa'defining.high, medi*, and _401. ,

levels of each of the4ifteen queXitie selected. ,Give garticular attention
. _

.

the intended distinctions an the s {/t is recognised, incidentally,.. lv

that .vsØcns may not agree that of the qualities are desirable. At this

stage of the research, Ware_ mar! concerned yrit..&,.41.,1. description than w1t4
,.,

evaluation.) '

2. Read each of the exampl which are eikroduced on the 3 x 5 cards.

These are intended to iilustrate'same of a'quility. Sincs.the particupar';:',

7--" example* youllave were randomly selected from a larger pool, yuu may not ve

an example of every quality in your sample. You Shouldvhowsieri assign'

example to a particular quality.' Write in the letters representing the ons-,.*

quality you fee% is best represented)* the exiblple. You may find it helpful

first to sort the examples,. and then to assign scale values to all the items ,.:.

within a given quelity.

3. Record the scale value you believe should be assigned to the

111111111sample to indicate the amount of the quality it represents. Refer to the anchor.

statements provided to each scale.. you believe a particular example embodies

only a small amount ofthe quality concerned, -it should be given a low rating,

perhaps .00 or .5a. Conversely, if you believe it illustrates a high degree of

the quality it should be placed at the high and of the scale.. Try 'Mudge *soh,

item, on the degree of a quality illustrated, without regard to .whethir you feel

the particular behavior in the examplejis desirable or not. .

Suggested revisions demkgned.to clarify what ieiflustrattd by a partic-

ular example are welcoded. However, please make_yoUr.Judiments.cancerni.nethe

c'11 tv illustratediand the scale value of the exagple in to of the

form of the exammle. Statistics for judgments of the originil item can t

.compiled. After completing your judgment of the.(n140.nakit4mt, wslmprricord

suggested revision,- and your judgments-assooiated with the.rivideCexmaple.

Plea.. keep in mind that in order for the judgments to be useful they

must be carefully Made. Hastily made judgionts may oat'confourid the results.
.

Thank you very uoh. We greatly appreciate your help..

68 -
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NTEREST IN MANAGEMENT INVOLVPMENT.

. A.
Basic long-range goal is to parti-'
cipate in management. Casmitted to
assuming managerial ,responsibility.

Nib I

a

Might serve as a consultant on ,

problems' of Managecient but priinarilY
Interested in technique, and in
studying management as a scene .of

4events relevant. to general research
interests. t,

4.

,0:4 .

Would engage in business acttvities
only as a means to an end and likely

would enter this field as aoiecond .
ichoiCe..,,

.

1.00

0.75

,

'0.50

0.25

71



Able to'.iiork
Con...tril**op. Of o
zatiodmeiVers is

s.. .

meFustion : Willing
of parsonal `per! &lien
on how much he is Succe
other people to contrib
Of aCtion...'AccePts,
performance :o .other
cilitating
and organtzati

ottirsitvhere
her group or organi-

cessart 'for, imple-
accept measures
whiCh depend
sful in gbttini

to programs
nait4lity for

Able, in fa-
cam* of groupst

Dote: Planning
_ccivered.
tide

0

Or letatatiOn'is:
the scale with that ,.

Moderately success
work done' through
some reliance to
sponsibility.

ful in getting
others. May'be
delegate re-

ti

obablyA.s unable to delegate
responsibility sad effectively
coordinate work- of others.

4

0

0.50

0.25

0.00

\l/
1fte 4,-)



SO-DEVELOPlilif

I

student ielarticularly alert to opi;

4ortUnitits to broaden his CoOe

end-insight beyond prescribed ass

ments,4. His,sense of direction and

putposei.a'Well thoughtout:and real-

Istic, planlor realizing:his edu7

catiOnal and career Okla and fOr,

testing aid modifying them. Willing

tO;Poitpone:oattfichtions.
.

Student moderately alert to'oppor-

tunities for aearning, May not

have.fully tholigeout.career develop-

ment plan; Acesionally nay tab

special steps to strengthen his pro,

fessional preparation,

Student only undertakei prescribed'

assignment? and courses within nar :

rovly defined field'of.study: Chooses'

projects and courses in areas of pre-

viously demonstritedstiength and

competence. .Vsty do nOthing.to

develop a Career plan oito.implenent.

whatever plans he has.

4.

This student could beexpeCted to select a term

1 75416per'inyolvingin aid unsolved problem in an

area with which he was least familiar in an attempt
to *learn more;

4Thia student might vo

1,50 in a subject a

effoit to

experionce,

i:25

iadlyleach a night'school course

t outside his to jor Meld in an

en his knowledge and tai

, 1

0041his etudeht would read the.Will Street Journal and iiher\

manageMent literature. beiond what, was required by

class,as

0 75t -This student would take a summer job' as a 'management

trainee rather than a higher paying te;hnical job,

advised to do so by a professor.

.040

10.

In group assignments, this student 'volunteers, to do

4that par;' of the 'job which he can do beat instead of seek-,

0

'ing the task which will enable him to learn the most,

?5

student might deliberately; flunk a math qualifying

exam in order to take a course in which he, will get

good grades, ,

0.0014bialtudentis educational pursuits will probably

end the day he graduates.



44«,;N: ro

06onstrates capacity for judging

soundlyami:dealingbrkadly.with.facti

anethelmPlicatiOneofictiont, es-:

pecially 16 their pratticairrelations

to political, social, and.teoncii0 Con -

ditions . Has abroad interest mod;,

bapkgroUnd of informatiwand is.agere

of the social implitatiOn of buiipsse

Note: Also see the Technical Knowledge

scale.

!s fairly knowledgeable' outside 00

confines of business but (elates his

outside knowledge to his business'

decisions and actions only if stimu-

Wino do so.,

This student could show awareness of long-range

implications of current wage and ealaiy decisions,

1;-9-in labor relations, ccamunity relations, etc

1 75

OP;

student would keep' informed about current events,

1 50 and would see their relevance to blase discussion.

oN

11.This student would admit the need to consider the social '

1.00. responsibility on the part of a company when this is

1

pointed out by others during a discussion of retire-

ment policy.

d

Confines his interest to the, organi-

zation of technical knowledge about

business. Is insensitive to possible

brOadersocial coniequences of buss:,

nese actions.

Tia student would be able to 4ntegrateLprOduction,

marketing,lind finance viewpoints in a.Caie'prob16

involving a company diversifiCation decitiont,but

Mould, be unable to incorporate relevant governmeit

41-rpolicy, social factotiontexogenous technological

025 trlads,

0

E--In out

Fl

issues involved in a caselpertaininetd.

intr.' ctio of a new manufacturing-process, this

etude t would assume that manufacturing engineering

00 and ngineering economy are the only relltint factors.



hIgLiDaSEN

Thoroughly familiar with the necessary

technical intonation as well as basi
principle; which 'generte specific in
;mutton° relevant to !articular ap.
gication within his

f

Note: Also . see 'the"' Perspective Scale ,

anti thee Problem kelpie Ability tale:

2.00
4

is 54-This. student would hays sufficient infuriation abolk a

t. specific. ptoCedtre that he would be consulted by
other students as' an expert in the field. ' ri

Possesses 'essential fechnical, infor-
mation but may be deficient in bow
ledge of basic principles required
,fpr technical problems without pre.
scribed solutions.

,114rj spotty technical. laxeoliedge: or,

'knowledge restricted tn'onlyihe most
cannon technical intonati:on.

Jr

,

4- -,This student 4trould be able to manipulate correct4 a

mathematical procedure, but would not be able to
state the major aseumptions on which the method le
based.0.75

0.50

EThie student would be unable to manipulate and obtain
a quarttitati eolution ying computational formulae

0.25 which are epe5itied afreleiant to a given proble.



AND

'Shove ;courage, self=Confidence, and

constan in the face. of difficulty.
Is willing to make decisions,,and
sums responsii)il ty !Or pole ble risk
associated with uncertain Out cues:

'Maintains equanimity under at se.

Willing, to stick to An un

cision in the absence of b alter-

natives. Resilienttoietbacki.:.

, Also see Problem Analysis

Ability; mhich is to be dis-

tinguiehed fran the present

scale. OW'

Sometimes displays reluctance and

uneasiness with decisions andcconh

'idtments wherethere,10.Tisk and lf

uncertainty. Inually,'Calm, con.

trolledy god seif=oonfident bUt

Es)' betome,unOrtain and confused

%IM' stress. (

r

tale RD
INIA0

4

> 2,00444n:rooted with strong opposition to decision of his

.which deviated from conventional practiceel this

student would stick'to hie position. 1

I

Frocraitkpatelln'the face of un!

certainty until forced to decide.

Fearful of failure and rejection

and frequently dieabled by anxiety.:

Capriiious and unpredictable.

1 754-If, in a discussion vow of .7 or 8 students, this student'

found himself on the minority side andeubject to the

sarcasm of the majOeity; you could expect, him to etick .

icrithe point, 'of his argument wdthout blooming defen-

sive.'

1 50

b.

N 4

11;1 \-1

fr

:

4This student 'Waits until' someone eIne.has Wed a

.' decision befcre coimittinkhimiilf,- but dirs

.hid poiition `Well. .

,

0 75) ,

.7
A.-in clap discussions thisfsu4ent expr sees his opinions

.:' '
'di, but is *oily perivadecN change his viewt ''

'',.'... , en others are critical of t

0 504 hen called upon, thi6itudentkuld restate the facts

ncasellut wOuldliot decide on a purse.oractiOn.

Instead, he wodid that more facto are needed

liken decision::

0.25 ' ,

Irt stressM circumstancefb, this student would O.,

liable to decide on even routine and trivial things,,

+-euch'as what to order for }nch,

0a 1 A 1 r
,7)



X.

''1

telty snipe priorities to
e use of rummest materials,

and Pereclutol. Anticipates chtign

in the evi t. , Schedules 'con-

current and seq tie; activities
as necien0 to Meet deadlines.
Plariiing concerns, both

tasks end 'trig ,organi oral

work 'he is involved in

'Note: Alio see ?ob ea Analyeis Ability

Plans for large segments atm*

but limitiei in.sbility to andel-

cite Ind 'provide for lees''Obvioue

requirement!

'I

This Ad old be Well piqued on an usignmet

1.754-Pto.be discussed in your clue even though he had handed

'in a report' in
another class the same datl.

4.--This etudent seldom misses deadlines.

1.50 ,

1
,

,

N i

rI

1.23

As program chairman, Ibis student could be eimpected

to, manage arrangements for enlisting a main speaker

a special class leoturezaeonah4 well, but he 14

jiL probably * dblyomit one or etails which would h ve to

be handled by improvisation, ,

When asked to ;relent a .paper clan or seminar,

0.74-this student could be,expected to overlook several routine

details such as having a slide projector available'if

needed, or in getting tabular material tO a 'secretary

in time for duplication,

, 150

5

I

of wioritim Wove:, itcat
aieSri o another with no regard

ton a in le to
anticipate Mum n............;...:.;4

+Abu might expect this student to be litein handing in 'a

report *sun be had not started preparing in
.00' evitisbtvgb the regrt had been assigned several

weeks in advance, A,

R 5



Bothiritten and verbal oaiaar
ticm ere clear Ind poise. llot
way nor =my *thy
kat apro to the occasion,

Either written or verbal ccommica-
tion is weak' or both are ea setimes
less than clear and prods.. Per-,

haps both are generally of only
icdorate quality..

Both written and verbal cammmica-'"

tiara arm wok, difficult to seder-'
stand,

4This' atudentliould express hindf well in written work, and
alio In ocaments in clue; his points'would be clear and
his presentati, mincing. Classmates would pay close

1. , attention to` whit he am,

1.50

1.25'
Thia 'student would talk reasonably 'well in class

although-he would sometimes htve troub ..q., -seing him-

self. The class would sometimes find him to follow

and occasionally his position on an issue would be

-----> 1.004misuOderetood,

+-This 'etudent might express hips ) 6117 in an adequate

3181111er) but die written work la, ' clarity in organi-

sation and meaning,
0.75

0.50

0.25*Thi
sttudwitle written work and oral presentations would be so.

brief. they yOuld fail to. convince. Long jumps frail one

idea io. another ,would make his reaaoniig hard to follow,

udentle presentaticms, would be obs-CUFeked full of*

°caplets 'Oentencee and, gamittiql errors, It would be

almost impossible to follow his line of thought.
ti



Nee sect and sputlevisjoys hiettudY,

work, and otherdntersite; responsive

and vibrant. Reacted splitanias4
people and lig be

and energetic but not neceseari4 so.

(See Persistence and Drive kale)

Responds well to subject. of special

interest, to hill but not to other subii''

Jed'. Conversation soutines is

moderately lively but not always.

pnrapesii and *wive. Saida

shwa any intends. Doer wort, u a

Marc to, an mi with little trigs

pleasure'' in the Rocas. run to

talk with.

This student would write his papers in such a way that

4r each ligament 'appears to, be a challenge htIN eagerly

a cepted.. It ie,a.plassire to read 6 reports and one

1.75 ere that he has gotten &tick out of Writing I.
4When asked to fill in temporarily on II business game

this student would bocce intrigued and would enliven

the sessions with his interests.

1.25

X1.00
4On eau cases, thie student could not be cted to volunteer

discussion, on others he could. Thi seen to be cog to

a difference in interest rather than preparati

..89.

0.75

0 5P
iIou could expect this student to be eager to leave class at

the end of the hour, even if the professor was not quite

finished with his ,lecture.

0 20Inie student *RIM in a =done in class ancgenerally gives

the impression of not being interested in the subject.



sb talks Pr obi ;Ale! gittli.

_PIO! tramts! 00 Able

to lotleipste.ant problem orb

rut]; and to wort tom! their
solutimias much as possible id*
out.reliinee at others,
the tot with* mistint
'ilia. Maim described
being "inner directed."

.

).

.00 Toil student cOuld" be expeotedto find his own thesis or

400401 projs0' Idled; withod the 'help of a faculty member,

i and to proceed in the initial stages of the study without

.speuific Odan4e,frcik a faculty mgher,

4-tn businees garios or group learn*, efforts, this et odd

.1.75 bi upected to evaluate the prob10 bdsPen4intli

take the lead in iuggesting methods of eol)oition.

4Without any specific' suggestion by e, this student could

be expected to Sakei,an appoin t to discuu, a:question,

he Ad about A pOint. a proNisor made it a lecture.1.50

J

Mcderste# self.direct'sdi occasional])
requires gaol directica and scour'
spent to begin' tasks.

1.25

N.-1ln would expect this student io hid sources of informatiOn

bared, those suggested initlally by the 'protessor, but be

would' require eau general direction beforehand.

'

.00

0.75
You woultnot,expect this student volunteer in. ellen die..

.cuelionOi though he might, be 'bell- prepared when called on.

1.).°

.47When, required to prepareein aesignment on 'a to pc of higrown

choosing,, this student ,would requiie an iiietructorfs help

0.25 in finding a topic and later oNtrould lave-to be checked

on to see that the. Job got ;done, ,

4in .conducting a research project; thieltident ould teieXpected

to depend upon stems else for the .sugge of tpe topic,

difbl

ition of theiroblemand direction.

9 7.



le of itelongid attention to

tiok,Whether self initiated or so. .

1104 unt.il ie omplited, without

reqUirineccostint Opervilion. Works

energetically, without defy. and Prb.

epaptinatict. 14"Underiiike a =her

of. different activities simultaneously

inluiivit of a single Soils.

A

gapebleof prolctged attentict to a

few tasks which are of special per-

sonal.interesti Stays with a task

until it is completed provided there 1/

lie no conflicting,ftende an his /

_LT-7-72.00

1/4

'with any tali for ugly a liaitoi

tine. amble to pious sward tasks
connivently to capletion,

. "

4.This student could expected to try ma &icier wh he found

f that.a probles,o supposedly:moderate difficulty (masted

.1.75 : all initial att s to resolvelt,.

4--This student might pro le a 'research idea hich reqUires

subdtantial knout of coiretpondence to many companies d

which runs over ;.frop one term to the next lie would keep

, 1,50 ,, up his interest a*follow up to t a tiecent per cent of .

c). return.. . i

-it'
.

1.:-.YOu would sect this studentlo stick with assignments until

ccepleted even when theyire of little interest to him.

t 1.25: '

, 4 .

4

4--This student could be.expected to initiate and sustain a pro- if

pose pritudying.a businest opportunity providing,there'

were no competing"demande on his time in other courses

during the period.

0.75 4 .

47.-You could, expect this stwlent,to finish work that interests him,

but to procrastinate on other tasks.

0,50 ,

44

0.25

if

a library re

find a few

officient

(If tumble to salve
of formulas

1---"0.00 st011wilsvithusP

4 '

h papa, you could expect this student to

erences, but not to pursue the literature

o findlhedeuet pertinent material.
,

problem in pro ty theory by application
ied in clam, would expect this student

a !ow 14101 MC though he knot he could

by, using a:tedious method of operation.

94



Roos to new law, vlau
to op and to experimentTfti
vat and adaptable to revirment

of ocal oceditices,

Decidedly prefe's and a most cca .

fortable with conventional frOW

dures but recognises When they are

inadequste. Can be forced to cony

eider alternitivestmtlith some

effort.

V

., Rigid, odes .. , and unwilling to

) deviate from e., 4=1 but in-

.adequate procedures.

1,

2. op

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

70

p

When a job opportunity o along in an area which this

, student had nol onside , he would quickly gather

4-approiriate information, present himself well, and would con-

sider accepting an offer if he were to receive one.

75

4-In class discussion, this student would be able to make a;

effective presentation when told to assume circumstances

of a casiare radically different from those of actual

50
cases.

2540rdinarily this student seems able to change his mind when he

is shown to by wrong.

,

i4This student e able to adapt adequately to changes, but seems

00
moat comfortable under predictable circumstances.

75

+When someone in the class suggests a novel idea, you would

expect/that it would take this student some,time to get '

used to the idea before he would consider its Ateptance,

50

4-You would expect this student to resist suggestions ,(or changes

25 while failing to explore the validity of his position.

+This student' could be expected to be unreceptive to new ideas 96
and proposal! even in sit nations where previous methods

00
proved inadequate. 0 ,
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CONSIDERATION,

.,\

Hindfuland understanding of needs,

feeling, end rights of others, and

makes allomences for them. 10c6iotil

responsibility for well-being of his

associates aM others dependent on

him. Is heligul and generous in

contribUtiq'his time and energies

to group effOrte.

Considerate and-triendly much of the

time but not invariably. Can be re-

lied on to accept the responsibilities

and duties normally expected of him

by others.'
6

Intrusive'and oblivious to needs and

feelings of othera. _Reduces the ef-

fectivineee of an organisation by

deanding excessive time and atten-

tice, for himself. Hie personal con-

venience and well-being are always

g"'
primary 'importance. Nonconfor-

mity may be exhibited at the expense

,of others,

,Scale C

2.00

This student could be expected to seek out another

4,---student without transportation to offer to take him he

'although it was several miles out of his_way. ',

.

1i754YThis student could be expected to volunteer to help slower

students unselfishly.

1.50

1

4 This student would be apologetic about asking a professor

to repeat a statement he had not understood,

25

...iwoommen) 1,00

0.75

student,woutd be sensitive to others' needs *par-

ticipate, but would occasionally dOmInate 4,4toussion.

/

14i") . -11

?!.\

4--This student occasionally gets so Jinvolvedin his,OnideasW

he has difficulty letting others discuss thei're.

0.50

4 --Occasionally this student would be' sarcastic to thoseyW

ask him for help. ' 0

0,25

4This student would hoard reserve books in the library.

>0,00

(



Table 1

Distribution of Reallocations. and Levels Adaigned Modal Quality .

I

Distribution of Reallocations

Quality; Self-Development

Levels Abeigned

Item

No;

,/

SD M PD TX CA PA RD PI, CS MS E I P F , ,25 50 .75 Loo 1.25 1.5o 1.75 2.00

Mean Scale

Value

% Assigning

Modal Qual,

Total NO.'

Judgment;

28 20 3 1 10 1.84, .100%

52 12 .' 1 1 1 2. 5 4 1.75 86% 14

257 14
6 .1.15 i 74% 19

184 9 1

,

1 2 8 1 2 2
14 1.75 43% 21

224 13
.. 3 1 2 9 1 1.69' 81% 16

103 9 2 2 1 1
'

3 1.64 60% 15

.178 8 10

,

1.6? 42% 19

155 9 6 1 1 4 1 1 3 4 1 1.60 33%' 27

147 18 / 1.57 82% 22

219 7 9 3
A 1.04' 44% 16

109 7 1 8 2 1
t

i

J 1 2 .50 39% 18

168 12 3 5 -. 4 .27 ,92% 13

;

221 5 a 4 5 ..25 Y 36% 14

162 15 3
1 2

7

, ..

,,

.18 71% 21

10 6 2

r

r
.15 67 %, 15

203 ,19 1I 3 .10 86% 22

37 9 1 .
6 3 ..08 90% 10

127 15 1 1 12 3 .05' 79% 19

63 8 7

v

t 1 1 8 .00 47% 17

161 6 1 3 1 1 83 .38% 16

1

.

.

9), 1 0 ;'.



Distribution of Reallocations and Levels Assigned Modal Quality

Quality: Interest in Management Involvement

Distribution of Reallocations Levels Resigned

----,.
Itui

I. SD M PB

IMMINIMMINIMMOINIMINIMMINNOMMEINII
TK CA PA RD PL CS .,IPFC .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2,00

Neu Scale

Value

% A,iijnin,,,

Modal Qual,

Tothl No.

Jur!onms

lo 5 10 3 3 G 1.78 67; 15

132 1 12 2 1 5 2 2 1.52 92, 13

95 5 17 1 1 6 3 1 3 2 1.28 77% 22

131 14 9 2 1 3 1 3 1 1.22 . 6r4 15

256 5 1 11 2 1 1 5 1.00 36,i; 14

219 7 9 1 2 1 5 .78 56J,4 16

179 4 13 6 5 1 1 .21 76% 17

229 2 16 10 I. 1 1 .16 89% 18

2511 2 111 10 3 1 .09 88% 16

239 5 10 1 7 3

,
.08

,L4

62% 16

63 8 7 1 1 6 1 .00 147% 17

I

.

.

. t

A )

4,



Table 3

bilitribution of Reallocations and Levels Assigned Modal Quality

Quality: Perspective and Breadth of Knowledge

Distribution of Reallocations
Levels Assigned

Item

No, SD M PO TK CA

,

PA

.

RD PL CS MSEIPFC .00 .25 .50 .75 1.00 1.25 1,50 1.75 2.00

Mean Scale

Value

% Assigned

Modal Qual

Total No.

Jutmonts

1.77 100% 13

21 13
3 6 14

25 13 2
1 3 6 3 1.11 87% 15

263 13 3 5 3 1 5 h 1.69 62% 21

17 1 1 10 1 2 1 I, 5 1 1.68 63% 16

182 , 10 1 4
,

3 2 14 1 1.58 56% 18

188 2 15 1 1
2 9 3 1 1.55 79% 19

h7 15 2
1 1 1 2 8 2 1 1 ' 1.03 79% 19

514 11 8
3 5 1 1 1 i 0 .32 58% 19

t

71 15 2
6 3 14 1 1 .30 88% 11

252 2 15 1
6 6 3 .20 ',

83%

20 10 1 6
6 1 2 1 ( .20 59% 17

L75 3 2 11 1 1 7 14 5 2
.20 44% 25

?53 1 10 1 1 5
,

5 li 1 .15

\

56% 18

.

o

)

)

I

1U3

10'



Table 4

Distribution of Reallocations and'Leve4 Assigned Model Quality

Qualityt Technical Knowledge

Distribution of Reallocation'

N

'N\

Level' Assi Aod

Item Moan Scale % Amignod Total N.

No, SI) M Pil TI( CA PA RD PL CS MS E I P F C .00,25 .50 .75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 Value Modal Qual. Judgneuts

14 1 1 6 1 2 2 1 3 1.79 513 11

141 12 1 3 3 5 1.75 100 12

117 6 1 il 3 1.75 33% 18

68 5 7 1 6 1 2 2 2 1.66 33 19

136 2 8 10 1 1 5. 1 .94 40$ 20

1 14 1 2 4 7 1 .89 93% 15

146 6 10 1 3 1 2 1 2 .70 50% 20

255 12 3 3 6 2 1 t29 80$ 15

8 1 2 9 1 1 11 3 5 1 .22 50% 18

110 1
P

8 1 1 1 7 1 .03 110% 20

A

0
4

I
1J5

f

et'



Table c)

Dietabution o Reallocations and :Allele imigned Modal Quality

Quality: Critical Awareneue

%itributtou of bullocAtIonn
Lyvoll A:;:t'ovd

Ito
No. a , P0 Tli CA PA 110 PI, CS A4i F., I ? .00 .6 .1,1,1 .7'; 1.00 1..%Y, 1.Y) 1.P 2.00

Mexi ;.;114,

Valuo

f, ;,;!,1,,[;,:;1

:,... ;,,,11

-7
",,,!,,1

,'ud.: ,-!,t,

165 1 2 10 1 1 2 1, I. 1.60
.,,I

ul 6 1')

77 9 3 1 1 2 1 1 5
2 3 J, 1.78 381: 21,

116 3 15 1 1
1 1 1 6 6 1.75 751 20

228 6 9 3
2 2 1.75 3)1- lb

18 6
1.62 311 10

231 1 11
5 1.71 761, 14

6 15
7 1.6d 3b,/, 17

235 2 i. 2 2 1 1 1 2 1.25 361 11

83 , 7 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 1 ,89 441 40

98 1 17 2 1 2 3 2 8 2 .82 81% 21

_...

157 15 3 2 1 5 4 1 14 .53 71% 21

54 11 8
2 2 2 1 1 .5) 142% 19

104 13 2 1 u 2 3 3 1 .44 81% 11

4 '10 7 3 5 1 1 .32 54 17

.

,

U

I

IUD



,Table 6
P.

'Distribution of halocations and Lards Assigned

Qmalitys Problem AD14111 Ability

aft

vadi tir

'Distribution of Reallocations r Issels Assigned
.

Itegeo Mein Scale % Assigned Total No.

, No. SD M TX, CA PA RD PL 08 ND E ; P F C .00 .25 0 75 1.00 1,25 1.50 1.75 2.00 Value Modal Quad. Judgments

240 1 22 2 20 1.981, 96% 23

53 1 1 8 1 i 6 1.87 80% 1.
fl

lo

117 6 1 11 2 7 1.85 61%;I 18

228 6 9' ,

1 6 1.80 P% 18

112 6 2 1 3 2 1.79 50% 12

A
217 1 8 1.75'

,0

,47% 17

1 2 15 7 7 1 1.67 83% ;,,,/..

234 1 2 8 3 4 1 4 3 5 .1.65 3%

218 3 2 1 2 5 4 1 1. 1 2 60 28% 18

36 1 LI 1 4 2 2 2 1.59 85% 13

96 1 1 il '1 2 1 4 1.50 79% 114

22 14 1 1 3 2 3 3 1.48 67% 21

U40 1 16 1 1 1 1 7 5 1.475 89% 18

?01 1 19 1 1 1 1 1 2 11 1 2 0.91 86% 22

91 1 14 3 1 1 1 5 5 2 0.90 74% 19

L13 1 2 3- 3 1 1 1 1 3 0.75 23% 13

136 2 8 10 2 2 2 3 1 0.72 50% 20

43 1 1 3 7 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 n 0.71 44% 16

1146 6 10 1 3 1 1 2 2 3 1 0,70 50% 20

41 2 3 7 1 2 1. 2 2 3 1 1, 0.54 39% 18

75 3 6 1. 1 3 1 1 1 0..50 55% 11

X10 2 2 6 3 1 6 2 2 1 1 0.42 30% 20

ne 6 2 1.. 1 0.39 58% J 19

82 1 4 6 1 5 1 4 0.25 35% 17

Al 3 1 8
3 5 , 0.16 67% 12

35 4 1 7 41 0,14 54% 13

,.,



Table 7

Distribution of Reallocations and Levels ,As4ned Modal Quality

Distribution of Reallocations

Quality: Resolution and Decisiveness

Levels Assigned

an

No. SDMPS
rmarrimmo

,

IPA RD 71, CS

.

MSilPF0,00 25 .50 75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00

Mean Scale

Value

.

% Assigned

Modal Qual,

Total :b,

Judponts

172 2 20 2 2 6 12 1.88 83% 2).

107 '18 2 5 11 1;87 100% :18

142 1 1 6 1 9 1 1 2 4 3 1.78 45% 20

111 1 13 1 2 8 3 .1.77 87% 15

2 4 17

t

1 2 6 3 1.62 83 , 21

139 ' 10 3 1 2 1 3 3 .87 .71% 14

.

56 16 '
1 1 4 7 3 1' .73 94% 17

89 -.., 5 7 3 2 I 1 2 .65 33% 15

. .

. 67 1 3 8 L 1 1 2 1 2 2, .56 47% 17

153 2 7' 2 3, 5 5 2 . .54 89% 19

212 -1 6 3.' 3 5 2 2 1. .50 94% ,17

227

150 1

1

1

19

9

,

1

5

2

7

3

3

1 2

2 ,

1,
.

2 .49

.47

83%

75%

'21

12

110 8 1 1 1 3 4 1 , , .44 L0% 20

51 1 1 11 1 2 1
.

.44 33% 12

15 11 '3' 3 5 2 .30
.

78% 14

50 9 2 6 6 1 1 1 ,19 50% 18

159 3 6 2 11 2 2 1 .16 76% 21.

93 13
.

1 10 ,1 1' 1 .15 93% .111

,

I



SD
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Table 8

Distribution of Reallocations.andlevels Assigned Modal Quality

Quality: Planning Sex Implementation

Distribution,of Reallocations levels Assi: e

PB TN CA PA RD PI, CS MS E I P F C .00 .25 .50 .75 1.000.25 1.50

Total No.

Jud: ents

16

21

197

29

52

178

190.,

81

161.

189

259

24

180

213

116

119

1)

2

6

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

5

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

10

12

10

15

10

11

13

8

8

14

13

20

12

10

1 1

2

2

1

1

7 1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1 1

1 2.

3 4

3. 2 3

2 7 1

5 2 1

1

1 5 4 1.82 50%

4 8 1.83

1 1 5 3 1.75 48

2 2 5 6 1.74 94

1 ; 3 3 1,68 53

1 5 3 2 1.64 52

1 2 7 2 1.62

1 1 1 4 1 1.59 50

1 4 3 1.56 50

9 1 2 .98 8E

5 .81 100

7 .71 87

3 .48 71

.225 50

.125 73

16

19

21

16

16

16

16

13

23

17

20

11

113



'

Table 9

4

Distribution of Reallocations and Levels Assign d Modal bality

Quality: Communication Skill

I

Distribt.ion of Reallocations
;eels assignea

Item

No. SD M PB TX CA PA .RD PL CS MSEIPFC.00.25 .50 .75 1.00 1.2 1.50 1,75 2.00

Mean Scale % Assigned

Value Modal qual.

Total No.

Judgments

86 3 4 3 1 5 4
14 1.90 25% 20

1.J

97 1 16 1 1 2 3 10 1.83 89% 18

74 11
2 4 5 1.82 100% 11

67 14 1 1 3 2 8 1.79 93% 15

,42 p 1 14
2 1 4 3 4, 1.61 93% 15

120 20
5 12 1 1 0.94 1000 20

262 21 2 4 13 2 0.93 95% 22

31 14 2 2 3 5 1 1
v.

0.61 100% 14

1

78 2 5 8 1 3, 2 1 1 0.47 50% 16

238 16 2 6 6 jj 0.38 100% 16

196 1 19 5 8 3 1 2 0,33 95% 20

55
10 1 3 5 2 .

0.22 ' 83% 12

108 2 18 1 9 5 2 2
0.21 86% 21

186
3

17 3 2 11 4 2 0.12 68% 25

100 20 15 2 3 0.11 100% 20

o

?63 19 13 6 0.08 100% 19

67 1 1 6 7 1 2 1 4 1 0,03 33% , 18

11

,)
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Table 10

Dit,ribution of Reallocations and Levels Assigned Modal Quality

I

Distribution of Reallocations

Quality: Managerial kill

230

65

197

048

66

40

18

32

128

166

232

11 U

1

1

4

2

1

.6

1

2

3

2

1

'1

12

1

2

2

2

1

2

Levels Assigned

.00 .25 .50 .75 1,0C 1.2' 1.5C 1.75 2,00

Me. Scale

V. lue

% Assigned

Nodal Qua).

2

7

3

Ii

14

3

2

2

1

1 2

1 1 4 5

1 9 3

3 3

a 1 14 1

3 3 1

2

'

6

2

5

2
ti

5

5

1

1.80'

1.79

1.78

1.71

1,68

1.67

1.62

1,50

.55

.39

.12

61%

58%

4o%

57%

89%

90%

33%

50%

89%,

1414%

100%

Total No,

Judgents

18

12

20

114

18

20

18

16

19

12

1



/tem

214

216

245

156

5

85

2142

614

614

72

70

167

3

1

SD M

S

PH TI(

1

Table 11

I

Distribun of Reallocations and Levels Assigned' Modal Quality

Distributions of Reallocations

CA

2

PA RD PL

1

CS MS

1

2

3

2

5

13

6

17

15

10

7

9

11

11

6

7

13

I

2

1

10

1

1

1

Quality: Fnthusian

F

3

2

C .00 .2

3 3

L 3

4 2

6

11 2

3

Levels Assigned

.00

2

1 3

1 8

1. 1. 0

2

5

4

2

9

3

2.00

17

3

7

6

3

6

6

Mean Scale

Value.

% Assigned

Modal Qual.

Total No.

du ents

1.91

1.90

1.83

1.75

1.71

1,705

1,68

1.58

1.14

.97

.35

. 25,

.08

407

.014

`100%

38%

93%

'72%

38%

85%

8t.
t.

9l

47%

60%

50%

73%

38%

39%

93%

22

13

18

16

20

17

11

15

15

22

15

16

16

114
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Table 12 .

Distribution of Reallocations and Levels Assigned Nodal .Quality

1

4

distributions of Reallocations

Quality: Initiative

Levels Assigned

76 1 1 1 1 1 6 1.91 44% 18

194 1 17 1 7 9 1.87 85% 20

160 3 3 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 3 6 1.82 50% 22

247 1 1 1 S 6 9 1.77 91% 23

80 1 2 1 13 3 6 1.77 76% 17

185 3 a 2 6 10 1 2 S 2 1.70 48% 21

149 2 2 2 1 2 6 3 1.62 74% 19

153 1 12 2 1 3 2 1.60 67% , 18

191 3 1, 17 3 6 3 1.59 81% 21

125 2 5 1 8 1 3 3 1.59
153

16

190 2 11 7 1 2 1.55 33% 21

215 1 3 12 1 1 1 2 3 5 .71 57% 21

109 7 1 8 2 .50 39% 18

222 2 1 23 5 6 2 1 1 1 .48 88% 26

79 2 17 8 4 3 1 .30 85% 20

64 1 11 10 4 3 1 1 .30 45% 22

59 1 9 4 3 4 .25 52% 21

193 1 1 7 8 1 5 1 .25 41% 17

1

51 1 4 6 2 2 2 .25 50% 12

221 5 5 2 2 1 .20 36%

13 1 13 6 2 .17 93% 11.

89 5 7 3 6 1 .04 47% 15

121



Table 13

Distribution of Reallocations and Levels Assigned Modal Quality.

Quality: Persistence and Drive

Levels AseianedDistributions, of Reallocations

Item

No, S D M P D TK CA PA RD PL CS M S E I P F C 0 0 25 . 0 .75 1.00 1.25

4

1.50 1.75 2.00

Mean Scale

Value

Assigned

Modal Qual.

Total No,

Judgments

7 3 311 2 1 2 8 1.614 58% 19

126 14 15 1 A 10 5 1.83 75% 20

1314 1 5. 1 2 10 14 1 5 1.77 53% 19

236 3 1 19 2 2 11 14 1.72 83% 23

,

1814 9 1 2 8 1 3 14 1 1.68 38% 21

,

146. 15 2 5 14 14 1.67 No% 15

99 1 214 1 2 14 7 1.55 96% 25

39 1 3 2 1 2 8 1 5 1 1 La
i

147%\ 17

121 10 14 2 1 .47 67'%\ 15

129 1 11 n 6 3 2 4 2 .36 61% 18

202

p

120 8 14 5 2 1 .30 95% 21

123
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Table 14

Distribution of Reallocations and Levels Assigned Modal Quality

Quality: Flexibility

Distribution of Reallocations
Levels. Assigned

Item

li,

.

SDMPD TK CA PA RD PI CS MS E I P F C ,00 .25 .50 7 1.00 1.2 1.50'1. 2.00

Mean Scale

Value

Assigned

Eosal al.

Total No.

Jul .ants

9 5 1 16 2 7 7 1.83 70% 23

241 2. 1 6 1 1 13 3 3 7 1.83 54% 24

138 3 1 1 8 7

vr
2 3 3 1.79 35% 23

38 1 2 4 2 1 6 , , 2 4 2 1.75 44% 18

174 6
1 1 14 1 3 6 , 14 1,73 64% 22 (

258 1 1 5 1 1 11 5 2 4 0.73 55 20

11 1 1 1 14 3 6 1 3 1 , 0,62 821 17

148 5 ,1 1 3 3 7 1 3 2 1 0.39 35% 20

,233

,

2 17 8 3 3 2 1 0,28 89% 19

244 1 4 '2 8 4 2 1 1 0.22 53% 15

223 1 3 1 1 15 9 1 4 1 0.20 71% 21

19 2 12 9 2 1 0,08 86%
, 114

4

.
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Item

No. SD X

204

230

115

164

61

195

26

181

117.

183

173

129

192

166

250

151

1514

4

193

137

59

187

102,(

I2G

Table 15

Distribution cf Reallocations and Levels Assigned Modal Quality

Quality: Consideration

Distribution of hallocations
levels Assigned

PH TK 0A PA RD PL CS MS I P F C .00 ,25 .50 .75 1.00 .25 1.50 1.75 2,00

Mean Seale

Value

% Assigned

Modal Qual,

Total No,

Judrents

19 1 13 1.83 100% 19

1 2 1) 3 S S 1.79 81%

7 2 3' 1.79 39% 18

1 15 3 7 5 1,78 88% 17

1 1 2 3 5 13 1.75* 96%

1 1 12 3 3 5 1.75 86% 14

2 18 1 1 7 5 1,65 90% 20

1 15 1 3 7 1,63 83% 18

1 10 3 1 3 1.60 91% 11

13 1 3 3 2 1.60 68% 19

17 2 3 9 3 74% 23

S 1 10 1 1 1 14 1 1.28 59% 17

1 6 3 1 1 1 .58 33% 18

1 3 2 3 8 2 1 3 1 1 .411 36% 22

1 6 2 7 4 2 1 .39 44% 16

2 23 7510 1 .38 921 :25

3 2 15 2 7 2 .35 11% 21

1 1 13 2 7 3 1 .33 62% 4 21

10 7 1 3 3
'j2 41%, 17

1 1 8 4 2 1
.28 47% 17

3
18 12 5

1 .18 86% 21

1 9 4 4 1 .17 48% 21

18 13 5
.07 100% 18

15 Ili 1
.02 79% 19

6
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Personal. Background Data Form

Appendix E'

In order to understand various aspects of success in graduate work, several

graduate schools of business administration are collaborating with Educational Testing

Service in a joint research effort.

Your administration and faculty are. cooperating in this work, and we need your

help. We need infOrmation on your personal background, on your feelings, and on your

attitudes. We have developed a questionnaire in which we ask you to give us this
variety of information about yourself, usually by marking the one alternative out of

several.which best or most nearly describes you.

Because this is a research study, the information will be treated confidentially
and will not be a part of your academic record. Specific answers given by specific

students will not be made known to the administration or faculty. Only group trends,

group relations, and grouped frequencies of response will be provided in summarizing

the results of this research. The data you give us today on the attached forms will

stay in the possession of Educational Testing Service from today on.

.
Because some of the information we are requesting is personal, you are free to

omit any particular question(s). We hope that most or even all of you will answer all

the questions, but each of you does have the option to refUse to answer any particular

question.

We are asking you to put your name on the questionnaire, however, because in our
research we want to explore the relation or lack of relation which the questionnaire
items have with your academic grades,!as well as with ratings and other descriptions

of your whole performance as a student in this graduate school.

There is no time limit, but you probably will not need more than an hour to record

the information requested. If any question is ambiguous or not quite applicable to you

please add! explanatory comments in the margin.

Thank you.

Educational eating ervice

September, l'65



I. 4Personal Data
Today's

(1) Your name: date:

(last) (first) (middle initial)

(2) Your permanent
addtess:

(3)

(le )

19

Name of graduate school of business you are now attending:

Your date
of birth:

(Month, day, year)

Yes
(5) Citizen of USA? (6) Sex:

[:) No

(:] Male

Female

(7) Is English your native language? (=]
Yes

(8) If no, please specify your
[] No native language:

(9) Marital
Status:

Single

'Engaged

Married

Separated

Divorced

Widowed

(10) If married, no. of years
married

Military Service: (11) Entered (12) Separated

(Year, month) (Year, month)

Rank when

(13) Branch of service: (14) separated:

(15) Military awards and honors:

Major Hobbies or Avocations in last 5 years

(16) Name Or (17) For which (18) Amount of (19) Amount of money'

description, years? time spent /month spent /month

(20) List any professional organizations to which you belong:

(21) List any community groups or activities in which you have participated in the
last 5 to 8 years (please star those in which you have been particularly
active):

1273
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Personal Data (cont.)

(22) Are you interested in teaching or research as a career? Yea

Uncertain

No

(23) About how many books do you own, counting paper backs?

Circle one: Under 50 50-74 75-99 100-199 200 -499 , 500 +

(24) About what percentage are fiction?

(25) OfT.he non - fiction, do they represent any areas of interest you can specify/

(26) Which of the following best describes the community which you think of as your
home town during your high school days?

Suburb in a metropolitan area of more than 2,000,000 population

Suburb in a metropolitan area of 500,000 to 2,000,000

Suburb in a metropolitan area of 100,000 to 500,000

[Tin a city (not a suburb) of more thanL500,000

In a city of 50,000 to 500,000

City or town of 10,000 to 50,000

Town of less than 10,000

'0 Farm, ranch or other open country

(27) How long ago did you decide you wanted to go to a graduate school of business?

In high school

In Freshman year of college

In Sophomore year of college

0 In Junior year iiocollege

D In Senior year of college

After graduation from college

II. Physical Condition (28) Height: (29) Weight:,

(30) Estimated total time lost from work or school
in last two years due to illness: days

(31) Types of illness which lasted 4 days or more during that time:

(2) How would, you describe your general health condition?

Excellent Good Average Fair PoOr

130
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CIL General Background

For each of the following members of your family please give their present age and
educational level.

Age need only be approximate. For present educational level please use the following
code:

(1) Some high school or less 0(2) High school graduate
(3) Some college after high school (4) College graduate
(5) Advanced study beyond college (6) Advanced degree beyond college

Family Approximate Present Educational Level If deceased,
Member Age .(Use co*"1 to 6 as above) give year

(33). Father

(34) Mother

(35) Brother

/i

(36) Brother

(37) Brother

(38) Brother

(39) Sister

(40) Sister

(41) sister

(42) 24v4

(43) 0

(44)

(45)

(46) Spouse

(47) Your child

(48) Your child

(4) Your child

(50) Your child

(51) Your child

(52) Your child

(53) Other dependent

131
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General Background (cont.)

(54) Which of the following categories comes closest to describing your father's
occupation?

If your father is retired, deceased, or unemployed, indicate hie former or
customary occupation. (Circle only one number from 1 through 9 below.)

1. Unskilled worker, laborer, farm worker

2. Semiskilled worker (e.g., machine operator)

3. Service worker (policeman, fireman, barber, military noncommissioned
officer, etc.)

4. Skilled worker or craftsman (carpenter, electrician, plumber, etc.)

5. Salesman, bookkeeper, secretary, office worker, etc.

6. Owner, manager, partner of a small business; lower level governmental
official; military commissioned officer

7. Profession requiring a bachelor's degree (engineer, elementary or
secondary teacher, etc.)

8. Owner, high-level executive--large business or high-level government agency

9. 'Profession requiring an advanced college degree (doctor, lawyer, college
professor, etc.)

(55) Has your mother worked for wages or salary at any time since you were born?

No (If no, skip to section IV below asking about your educational
background.)

Yes (If yes, which alternative in question 54 comes closest to describing
the kind of work your mother does, or did? Circle one number
immediately below.)

(56) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

IV. Your Educational Background

(If any of the following courses of study were under the supervision of any of the
Armed Services, please so indicate in space for "name of school.")

(57) High School: (58) Location:

(name of school)

(59) Years: From (60) to (61)
\Private?

Public?

(62) Approximate size of H. S. graduating class:

13,

1-24 25'-99

[:] 100-399 17_] 400 +
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Your Educational Background (contd
Years Degree (if any)

College(s): Location Attended and year

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67) Major field of study:

(68) Minor field(s):
Years

Graduate School(s): Location Attended

(69)

(7o)

Degree (if any)
and year

(71)

(72) Major field of study:

(73) Minor field(s):
Years Course,

Other schoolinK: Location Attended diploma, year

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

List and briefly characterize any academic honors, distinctions, publications,
research, inventions, awards or scholarships (academic or nonacademic), etc.:

(78) a. In high school:

(79) b. In college:

(80) Do you believe that your college grades accurately reflect your ability?
Yes

NO

(34) If no, suggest briefly on the lines below the circumstances and the nature of
the influence:



Your Educational Background l_contd

Since receiving your bachelor's degree, have you finished other course-work?

(82) No, I have not

(83) No, because I have not yet finished a bachelor's degree (expect to on

(84) Yes, for a formal degree in

(85) Yes, for certification requirements in

(86) 0 Yes, to prepare myself fdr a new job (job name?)

(87) Yes, but for my own interest only (course?)

(88) Yes, for other reason (name course and reason)

(89) Do you plan to go on for a doctorate degree?
Yea

Uncertain

No

Significant extra-curricular activities in college:

Club Membership(s)

(90) Social/Fraternity

(91) Honorary (describe)

(92) Community (describe or name)

Organization offices held in college:

Title or position

(93)

(94)

(95)

(96)Alg,

Sporallt college:

Oti

Years:

Name From/To

(97)

(98)

(99)

(100)

Name of group .Year(s1

Position

Intramural?
Varsity? mark Manager?

Squad or Letter, Captain?



Your Educational Packgroupd ( :nnty )

(101) flow Much e0n3C iou3 Career planning have you engagrd in?

0 Very little. F cannot recall n Quito a bit of study And olf-analysis

thinking about it much
Extenlive study and self-analysis

Some thought has been given
from time to time

Continuous study and self-analysis

(102) Which of the following best describes how you first felt about your current
career choice, i.e., at the time you made it how did you fool about it?

Decidedly Somewhat O.K.; some doubts No qualms
uneasy uneasy but no serious ones whatsoever

No "choice" yet--5till deciding

(103) How do you feel now about your current career choice?

Decidedly Somewhat O.K.; some doubts No qualms
uneasy uneasy but no serious ones whatsoever

No "choice" yet--still deciding

V. Employment Experience

Summer activities while in college. Include summer employment
Desc.rihe nature of Job

(104) 1. Pre-Freshman year

(105) 2. Freshman-Sophomore

(106) 3. Sophomore-Junior

(107) 4. Junior-Senior

(108) 5. Post-Senior (Short-term summer
job or activities only)

Part-time work while in college

(109) 1. Freshman: Describe job

No. of
(110) Hours/week

(111) 2. Sophomore: Describe job

No. of
(112) Hours/week

(113) 3. Junior: Describe job

No. of
(114) Hours/week

1 3 5



Employment Experience (cont.)
._.-

(115) 4. Senior: Describe, job
No. of

(116) Hours/week
. .

,

Full-time employment - List most recent position first. List no more than four. (Use '

two lines for each.)
Monthly

Organization Front To Title Duties Salary

117)
1 :

34

eso

(118)

S

(119)

120)

VI. Financial Status

Considering all money borrowed, how much money .
(Circle one number only in each row below.)

None
Less than $500
$500 to $999

$1,000
to $4,999

(121) a. do you personally owe now
for undergraduate training? 1 2 3

(122) b. have you borrowed for this
year's graduate study? 0 1 3

(123) c. do.you expect to borrow for
graduate study next year? 0 1 2 3

(124) d. do you owe now for major
consumer goods (car,
Appliances, etc.)? 0 1

1 3

$51000+

4
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Financial Status (cont.)

How much do you personally have in the form. of Savings and securities (or other assets
which could be converted into cash in an emergency, except your house) and how much
are you currently in debt

in
mortgages,. bills paid within the month, etc.)?

(C37)..qeone number only in eabh column below.)
Debts and

Assets Liabilities

(125)

(126)

Nothing

Leds than $100

0
,i,.

1

0

1

(127) $100 - $499 2 2

(128) $500 - $999 3 3

(129) $1,000 - $4,999 4 4

(130) $5,000 or more , 5:i 5

(131) Please indicate how much financial assistance you can.expect to receive froni
parents and relatives during your graduate studies. Include only gifts or
loans with voluntary repayment.

O'None

Very. limited (less than $100 each year)

As much-as-needed, within limits (specify probable maximum

0 As much as needed

(132) Approximate amount of Life Insurance carried (in thcivands)r

None

6 -10

ID 21 - _50

101 +

Gs ,f65 er,

0

Q 1- 5
11 - 20

51 - 100

137,

I

$4111=1.1.111
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A Manual for

A study of CriteriohRating Scales

in Suaineds Schools

You have agreed to cooperate in testing a set of rating ;tales developed
to provide a broader basis for evaluating graduate students in business than is
provided by grades alone. It has long been suspected that the personal qualities
of students may have as much to do with their later success in business's. does
their academic performance and that such personal qualities ought to be taken into
account at the point of admission to graduate study. However, the study of-such
admissions information has been haMpered by the fact that grades do not provide a
broad enough criterion against which to test its efficacy in selecting students
having the desired personal qualities. The present study is dh attempt to provide
additional criterion measures which will make possible the development of new ad
missions measurea,and the more effective use of those now existing.

Develorment of the,RatinR Scales
0

The .development of the rating scales-was authorised by the ATGSB Polity
Committee and was carried out through the cooperative efforts of a panel of con,.
aultants selected from business school fatuities, thp ATGSB Research.and Development
Committee, and members of the ETS staff. The qualities to be rated were defined in
general terms and illustrative instances intended to define those, qualities were
collected. The consultants obtained the _cooperation of 'some eighty additional
faculty ismberamho independently reallocated the illustrative instances to the
various ecaloa as; a means of finding the least am4guous examples. We believe that
the resulting scales embody student qualities whicii are of importance in graduate
business education and that, by virtue of carefully devised general definitions and
concrete anchoring instances,, they constiltutesn instrument which can be used by
bUsiness school faculties to provide accurate and reliable ratings.

Nature of the Study I

In brief, we are asking you to use the scales in rating several of your
students. We would like you to follow the procedures described in this Manual as
carefully as possible in order to provide us with the inforMation necessary to assess
the suitability of the scales. At this stage we'are interested primarily in appli
cation of the scales as a research instrument. We want to determine whether the
scales' themselves are satisfactory for research use, whether they get at relevant 1

and important qualities, and whether the combination of general definitions and.
illustrations deftes.the scales with sufficient clarity.:!-,

it

1If the rating scales are used operationally, they.will not necessarily be used
continuously, or even frequently, or for all students. A school wishing to deter

'Mine teNwhat degree the qualities represented in the.scales characterise its student
'body ititld probably use the scales intensively in the'course of one study and might
not use them again for several years. Furthermore, it might be decided to use'onlY
a subset of the total number. of scales. Thusp.the demands on the faculty would be
_heavy but of limited duration.

139
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As in any attempt at evaluation through the use of judges, the value of
theAnformation produced depends primarily on the conscientiousness with which the
judges approach their task and the energy they are willing to put,into the Judging

process. In setting up the.proaedures described below, we have demanded a good
deal of.the judges, but we have tried to keep those demands to the minimum which is
consistent with the production of sound judgments.

Selection of Students to be Rated

Several Students known to be members of your classes have been selected
for your rating. The assignment of sppcific students to each rater is intended to
ecus the rater's attention on a few students with whom he has a reasonable degree
of contact.

observation of Students in Preparation for Rating

You will be asked to provide ratings on each of 13 qualities far each of
the. students assigned to you. In preparation for this step, you shoUld familiarise
yourself throughly with'the meaning otthe scales, using' both the general defini-
tions et:the head of each sale and the illustrative examples defining various
points along the scale. You should not accept as a scale definition something
which is suggested to you by the title of the scale alone. The words Making up
these titles will have different meanings for different people. The extended
definitions an the illustrative incidents provided are intended to specify
exactly what ielmeant by the scale titles-for purposes of this study. It is
important that these d initionge accepted without contamination by divergent
personal .definitions. ce the meanings of the scales have Aleen grasped, a
.deliberate effort sho d be made to apply them in observing the behavior of the
selected students.

You are asked to become sufficiently familiar with your selected students
to render valid judgments about the extent to which they display the qualities to
be rated. You should deliberately attempt to observe ttehavior in the assigned
students which'is indicative of the qualities ,definedWthe scales. Such behavior
will probably be displayed mostly through class interabtion4nd through written
assignments. However, some qualities lend themselves more easily to rating through,
non-academic behavior and webhope that opportunities can be found for observing that
type of behavior.

You should begin systematic observation cif your students immediately. No
method for dig this is prescribed. and it is expected that there will be,consider-
able variatier. Some observers may.wish to make notes, from time to time, about
particularly relevant behavior displayed by the students assigned to them. Others
may.wish to rely on their memories. .However the observations are made and recorded,
the aim should be to isolate clear-cut, concrete instances which demonstrate the
qualities defined by the scales and which can be brought clearly to mind when the
ratings are made.

O
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r-

Maki= the Retinas Based on Reconstructed Incidents

Three or four weeks after you begin observing your students, you should
make your ratings. You should try to reconstruct several specific.incidente rele-.
vent to each quality. If you wish it is permissible to refer to notes and other
records which would assist you in reconstructing relevant incidents.

A separate form is provided for recording all incidents and ratings for
each student. As an illustration, a judge might reconstruct and record the following
four incidents as relevant to the quality of Consideration for a particular student.

Scale Value

damposite

( )

13. Consideration (C)

Gave undivided attention to rather uninspired comments of a
classmate in seminar.

Was careful to criticize a suggested action rather than the
student suggesting it.

ya

Came to class unshaven ate unbathed to the obvious eabarrastment(

and discomfort of his)associates.

Showed, ntWatudent where to get supplies and talked to him
understandingly about problem, of accomodation.

The incidents yod record will be helpful to us in making possible future
revisions of the scales, in addition to being used now as a basis for ratings.

Each reconstructed incident is to be rated in relation to the reference
points provided by the definitions and examples in the booklet of rating_scales.

The illustrative examples furnished with the scale are intended to opiry
the kind of behavior which embodies the quality in question. The behavioral inci-

dents you observe in your students will not necessarily match the illustrative
incidents we have supplied. For each of your observed instances you will-have to
make a judgment as to which of the illustrative instances it moat resembles, or
which of the,illustrative incidents you would most expect the candidate to display

on the basis of what you observed.

The first incident recorded in the sample suggests much more than a con-
ventional degree of consideration and might be judged to fall within the region of,_
the top two examples on the rating scale. This student who gives undivided attention,'

to uninspired comments of a classmate does so out of consideration. He could season-

ably be expected show consideration as well to the extent of helping slower
students or offe a ride to another student without transportation. This ob-

served incident could be assigned a scale value of about lago placing it between the

top two illustrations. This scale value is recorded in the column to the left of

the descriptive sentence.

Similarly, the second incident is rated. Perhaps it is judged as showing

about the same degree of consideration or Just slightly less. It might be assigned

a scale value of about 1,2 which is recorded in the lolumn to the left.
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The third incident indicates a great lack of, onsideration and might be
rated at the very bottom of the scale, possibly with a scale value of 2,2. -

The fourth incident might be judged to fall between the second and third
illustrations from the top of the scale and might be assigned a scale value of about

1.6.

The recorded ratings, should appear le below.

Scale Value

1.8
1.7
0.0
1.6

Composite

Gave undivided attention
Was careful to criticize
Came to class unshaven.
Showed new student

Notice that at this stage you are rating discrete examples of observed
.student behavior and an overall evaluation of the student's Consideration is not

made yet.

If you have not been able to reconstruct specific instances of the student's
behavior but have a general impression about where he: falls on the scale for a given
quality, record the appropriate scale value in the space provided and indicate by
the lettere IM (impression) that the rating was based only on a general impression.
Since these ratings are much less usetul than those based on recordable observations.
they should be kept to a minimum. It may be that a of theae will be necessary
on the first attempt to make ratings. We hope the if hey occur, you will make a
special point of making supplementary observatio r that student.
Obtaining a Summary Rating of Several Reconstructe. Incidents

Enough incidents should be reconstructed and rated to provide what in your
judgment is a representative sample of behavior characteristic of the student. Once
this is done, you should arrive at a summary judgment of the student with respect to
the given quality., It is not advisable for this purpose simply to average the earlier
ratings. It may be that you will want to weight the rating of one incident more

"heavily than the others. A particular rating might be better than earlier ones be-.
cause you knew the student better and the observed incident was more characteristic
than earlier ones. Your eummary ratings on each quality will, therefore, require the
exercise of judgment and will represent the best rating of the student you can make in
the light of all the evidence you have been able to gather.

In the sample, the third incident involving an unkempt appearance might be
very atypical and should be completely discounted in arriving at a summary rating.
Perhaps the student& house burned down the previous night, in which case a composite
value of about 1,2 would be most appropriate. On the other hand, theri-iiiht be no
good reason to justify such an incident and it might be treated as an instance of a
gross lack of consideration and given extra weight to produce a composite rating as
100 as 11. In the absence of any information on the characteristicness of various
incidents, equal weight might be assigned to each to arrive at a composite of about
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The summary or composite value for each quality is recorded in the apprp-/
priate parenthesis in. the left column.

Recapitulation

To summarise the steps for use of the scales:

1. Become familiar with the scales, the general definitions of each quality,
and the content of relevant behaviors used to illustrate the qualities.

2. Observe the students assigned to you over a period of several weeks, pay-
ing particular attention to incidents relevant to the qualities you are
to rate.

3. At the end of the observation period, begin your rating of a-particular
student. by reading the reference information on e given scale and recon,.
struct a specific incident relevant to the quality. If.possibleOsake
a brief descriptive note of the incident on the rating form.

4. Rate the specific incident, using the examples we have providedas
reference .points.

5. Reconiiruct and rate additional incidents as necessary.

6. Combine all available information to form a summary evaluation on the
particular quality, making appropriate aU/owances for the relevance and
importance of specific incidents rated onJthe quality.

7. Repeat the above steps for each of the scales, producing 13 summary ratinge
(one.for each of the qualities) for each student assigned to you.
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BUSINESS SCHOOL RATING SCALE RECORD FORM

Use a separate copy of this form to record relevant information used in ratintiach student assigned to you.

Complete the identification data and any appropriate criterion data. Brief descriptions of observed behavior should

be recorded in the section corresponding to the relevant quality. Rate each observed incident using the separate book-

let of general definitions and anchoring illustrations as a reference. Record your rating for each statement in the

column at the left. At the end of the study rake a summary of all ratings in a given section and record this samary

in the appropriate parentheses on the left,

Student Rated Judge's Name

(first) (middle initial) (last)

Schoolk. Date Observations Began Date'of Summary Ratings

cAterlop Data (if available) Most recent cumulative Graduate Avg, '(How many semesters?

Undergraduage Avg 1st Semester Graduate Avg 1st yr. Graduate Ave

AlSB Total Verbal Quantitative

Other:

111

`Scale Value

143

1. Self-Development (SD)

145 0



Scale Value

Composite

2. Perspective and Breadth of Knowiedg6 (PB)

Scale Value

Composite

( )

3. Technical Knowledge (TKO

Scale Value

Composite

c

Criticalr Awareness (CA)

Scale Value
Problem Analysis Ability (PA)



#

Scale Value

Composite

6, Resolution and Decisiveness (RD)

Scale Value

Composite

21, Planning for Implementation (PI)

Scale Value

Composite

(

Scale Value

8. Communication Skill (CS)

9. Enthusiasm CE)



Scale Value

Composite

)

10. Initiative tI)

Scale Value

Composite

( )

Scale Value

Composite

( )

) Scale Value

Composite

11. Persistence and Drive (PD)

12, Flexibility (F)

13. Consideration SC)
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